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Chapter 5

Policy Options for the U.S. Congress

INTRODUCTION
Energy use in buildings accounts for an increasing

share of total U.S. energy consumption—horn 27
percent in 1950 to 33 percent in 1970 to 36 percent
in 1990.1 At present, buildings account for over 60
percent of all electricity and nearly 40 percent of all
natural gas used in the United States .2 Fortunately
new, highly efficient technologies are available that
can provide needed energy services in buildings
(e.g., heating, lighting, and cooling) while using
significantly less energy. In many cases these
technologies cost more initially, but these initial
costs are paid back through reduced energy costs.

OTA has estimated that energy use in U.S.
buildings could be reduced about one-third by 2015,
relative to projected consumption without policy
change, through the use of cost-effective, commer-
cially available technologies.3 Many other estimates
of this savings potential exist and, although the
results vary, there is general agreement that the
untapped potential for improved energy efficiency in
buildings is significant. Exploiting these opportuni-
ties would yield important benefits for the United
States, including: 1) reduced energy expenditures,
freeing up capital for other investments; 2) de-
creased environmental damage by offsetting energy
production and use; and 3) reduced dependence on
imported energy, enhancing national security.

There are several arguments for an enhanced
Federal Government role in promoting energy effi-
ciency.

—Numerous market imperfections lead to the
selection of energy-using equipment that may not be
societally optimal. These imperfections are dis-
cussed in detail in chapter 3 and include:

● When evaluating energy savings, consumers
discount future savings very heavily—up to 50
percent or more;

●

●

●

●

●

A separation between those paying for energy-
using equipment and those paying to operate
the equipment is common, leading to reduced
incentives for efficiency;
Decisions on the purchase and use of energy-
using equipment require comparisons of many
product attributes. When consumers make trade-
offs during these decisions, which are often
complex, these other product attributes often
overshadow energy efficiency;
Individuals pursue several goals when making
energy-related decisions, but very few pursue
the goal of minimizing life-cycle costs;
Energy costs are relatively low (e.g., about 1
percent of salary costs in a typical office), so
those concerned with cost reduction often focus
their attention elsewhere; and
Energy efficiency is often (mis)perceived as
requiring discomfort or sacrifice, limiting its
appeal.

Government programs and policies can be used to
correct or minimize the effects of these imperfec-
tions.

—The numerous, untapped opportunities for en-
ergy savings that now exist suggest that current
market conditions alone will not ensure the full
implementation of these opportunities, although
society as a whole may be better off if they were
implemented.

—Energy production and use has significant
environmental and other externalities (effects not
captured in price), requiring government action to
correct them.

Yet enthusiasm for a larger Federal role in energy
efficiency must be tempered with a recognition of
several important points:

. Attempts to increase energy efficiency through
regulation or other governmental action may
have unanticipated administrative or other costs;

1 Industry (37 percent) and transportation (27 percent) account for the remainder. Data include energy losses in the conversion and transmission of
electricity. U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Re}’iew 1990, DOE/EIA-0384(90) (Washington, DC: May
1991), p. 13.

z Ibid., pp. 173, 215.
s Cost-effcctlve  is dcfln~  here as Positlvc net Prcscn[  v~uc to the comumer.  see ch, 1 for a detailed discussion of encr~ savings cstimateS.
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. Past Federal efforts to implement energy effi-
ciency have had mixed success (see chapter 4);

. Current levels of energy efficiency reflect
consumer preferences given existing economic
incentives and levels of information; and

. Consensus on the best methods to promote
efficiency is often lacking.

Innovative research and development by both the
public and private sectors has yielded a number of
highly energy efficient technologies. However at
present many of these technologies are not being
adopted at cost-effective levels. 4 This chapter
discusses policy options to encourage greater use
of cost-effective, energy efficient technologies.

POLICY OPTIONS
A variety of Federal policy actions could encour-

age greater energy efficiency in buildings. Although
the options outlined in this chapter are quite diverse,
several issues are worth recognizing when consider-
ing any options. Perhaps most importantly, there is
no single policy that will address all impediments
to efficiency. There are multiple technologies,
decisionmakers, and energy users in buildings; the
barriers to efficiency discussed in chapter 3 are
diverse, and so must be the policies to overcome
them. Greater attention in the future to program
evaluation would yield better information on what
works and what needs improvement, but at present
levels of knowledge it is clear that several different
policy approaches would be needed to improve
energy efficiency in buildings.

The diversity of current State and utility programs
provide a context to consider Federal policies for
improving building energy efficiency. In almost all
areas of energy efficiency policy-incentives; infor-
mation; research, development, and demonstration
(RD&D); regulation—numerous States and utilities
are more active than the Federal Government.
Increased Federal efforts would be most effective if
they complemented these existing efforts. In most
cases, States and utilities would welcome Federal
support and assistance to promote energy effi-
ciency in buildings; however, in a few areas—
notably building codes and utility regulation—an
enhanced Federal role would be controversial.

Policies for implementing energy efficiency in
buildings can be divided into six types:

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

6,

Increasing the incentives for efficiency-As
noted in ch. 3, individuals often have few or
mixed financial incentives for energy effi-
ciency. Federal policies can address this issue
by increasing or improving these incentives,
e.g., through tax or pricing changes.
Federal leadership through procurement, pub-
lic recognition, and demonstration-The Fed-
eral Government has considerable purchasing
power due to its size, and this power can be
used to increase the sales and distribution of
energy efficient technologies.
Research, development, and demonstration for
efficiency-The Federal Government conducts
RD&D on buildings technologies, and changes
in RD&D planning and execution could help
improve the value and application of the
results.
Encouraging utilities to invest in efficiency—
Utilities are well-equipped to implement effi-
ciency, and Federal actions can support utility
efforts.
Mandating efficiency through codes and stand-
ards--In some cases regulation may be need-
ed to set minimum efficiency levels, and such
regulation may be most appropriate at the
Federal level.
Improving information and awareness of effi-
ciency opportunities-Information can enhance
and support other efficiency programs such as
rebates. As the benefits of information are
diffuse, a government role in providing infor-
mation may be appropriate.

Each type of policy is discussed separately, and a
number of specific options within that type are
presented. These specific options are grouped into
three distinct levels, in order of increasing Federal
involvement and energy savings. Many other levels
are imaginable, but the three levels presented here
are intended to illustrate the range of possible
policies Congress could consider.

The basic level includes relatively low cost,
simple policy options that require little or no new
legislation or change from present practice. If
Congress determines that changes are needed to
effect improvements in energy efficiency, then the
basic level could be considered as a first step. The
moderate level includes several options that are
more ambitious and in many cases require modify-

4 As discussed in ch. 1, there is general but not unanimous agreement that a considerable potential exists for cost-effective energy savings.
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ing existing legislation and increasing Federal spend-
ing. The aggressive level includes options that are
quite ambitious, require new legislation, or require
an increased Federal role in energy regulation; the
options on this level require additional funding.

Most of the policy options offered by OTA are
intended to capture economically justifiable effi-
ciency opportunities that are available but not
realized under current market conditions. There is
one exception: the incorporation of externalities
(effects not captured in price) would in all likelihood
raise prices and thereby shift this range of opportuni-
ties.

As discussed in chapter 4, the national effects of
past Federal programs enacted to increase energy
efficiency are often not known or have not been
measured reliably. The likely effects of future
Federal efforts are even more uncertain; technolo-
gies change over time, market response to Federal
programs is poorly understood, many governmental
programs work in tandem with others (making a
program-by-program estimate of effects mislead-
ing), and the diversity of buildings and individuals
affecting their energy use complicates predictions of
the effects of any major policy change. Therefore,
OTA does not provide estimates of the financial or
energy savings associated with these levels or
options. Moreover, OTA suggests that readers un-
derstand these limitations when considering any
projections of energy savings associated with any
proposed policy option.

Increasing the Incentives for Efficiency

As discussed in chapter 3, individual choices
largely determine the level of energy efficiency in
buildings—architects designing an office building,
engineers specifying lighting systems for a business,
or consumers selecting a new refrigerator, These
choices are influenced by individual values, infor-
mation, and perceptions of the costs and benefits of

energy efficiency. A basic policy strategy to moti-
vate greater energy efficiency, therefore, is to
decrease the expense and/or increase the benefits of
saving energy, which is the purpose of incentives.

A variety of incentives are available to encourage
energy efficiency in buildings. This discussion
focuses on incentives that the Federal Government
could consider, including:

●

●

●

●

energy pricing, particularly energy taxes, which
could incorporate externalities into prices;
evaluating and improving Federal grant pro-
grams that fund measures for building energy
efficiency;
making appliance efficiency rebates nontaxa-
ble; and
incorporating energy efficiency into federally
financed home mortgages.

Perhaps the simplest policy to encourage greater
efficiency is to raise the price of energy through,
for example, taxes. From an economic perspective,
a guiding principle in setting prices is to reflect the
true costs to society of producing and using goods
and services, Energy may be ‘‘underpriced’ ‘—that
is, its true cost to society may be higher than what
consumers actually pay, because environmental
externalities, government RD&D subsidies, and
other costs are generally not reflected in energy
prices. Several States have attempted to determine
exactly what cost to attach to these factors and have
integrated these calculations into their energy plan-
ning. s

Federal options to increase energy prices raise a
number of issues, many beyond the scope of this
report. For example, some argue that major increases
in energy prices could place some U.S. businesses at
a competitive disadvantage both domestically and
internationally. 6 In addition, increasing energy prices
through taxes or other means may raise equity
concerns; low-income households, for example,

s About 19 States currently have some provision for incorporating environmental externalities into energy pl arming. New York State, for example,
attaches a penalty of 1.4 cents per kwh  for electricity horn a coal plant when considering bids for new generation. Vermont adds a 5 pereent  penalty
(“adder”) to supply resources, and a 10 percent credit to demand-side resources, to reflect environmental externalities and the reduced risk of DSM.
Massachusetts gives a 5 percent rate-of-return bonus to utilities for demand-side resources to reflect their environmental benefits. However, few States
currently have provisions for explicitly incorporating externalities into actual energy prices. See Pace University Center for Environmental Legal  Studies,
Environmental Costs of Electricity (New York: NY, Oceana  Publications, Inc., 1990); also Temple, Barker, and Sloane, Inc., Electric Power Research
Institute, Environrnenfu]  Ex(ernalifies:  An 0}’erview of Theory und Practice, EPRI CU/EN-7294  (Palo Alto, CA: Electric Power Researeh  Institute, May
1991).

b See, e.g., J. Anderson, *‘Presentation to the American Public Power Association’s National Conference,’ Electricity Consumers Resource Council
(ELCON),  Washington DC, June 18, 1991.
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spend a larger share of their income on residential
energy than do higher-income households.7

Federally funded grants are the principal tool
used by the Federal Government, as measured by
budget, to encourage energy efficiency in buildings.
To illustrate, 84 percent of the Department of Energy
(DOE) budget devoted exclusively to buildings
energy conservation (including RD&D) is in the
form of grants for retrofits to existing buildings;
these grants totaled $230 million in 1991, while
buildings conservation RD&D totaled $43 million
that same year.8 (Chapter 4 discusses Federal grant
programs in detail, including specific suggestions
for improving them.) However relatively little is
known about the cost-effectiveness of the retrofits
performed with these grant dollars, suggesting that
greater attention to monitoring and evaluation is
warranted.

Federal tax incentives could improve participa-
tion in a variety of efficiency programs, particularly
those offered by utilities. The current tax treatment
of utility rebates, for example, could be considered
for change.9

In 1989 the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) ruled
that utility rebates should be treated as taxable
income. Some argue that taxing rebates limits
consumer interest in them, thereby reducing the
effectiveness of such programs.

10 Although a subse-
quent IRS ruling maintained that utility bill credits
promoting the purchase of efficient appliances are
nontaxable, evidence suggests that a cash rebate can
be a much more powerful method of promoting
efficiency than a bill credit. A rebate provides an
immediate cash reward, while a bill credit can be
confusing and obscure,

11 Furthermore, as noted in
chapter 3, many individuals making equipment

selection decisions (e.g., builders and landlords) do
not pay the energy bills, making such credits
irrelevant to their decisions.

If rebates remain taxable, utilities will either shift
to bill credits (thereby missing many energy-related
decisions), increase rebate amounts to account for
the taxes (requiring greater utility expenditures to
achieve the same response), or simply accept a lower
response due to the reduced value of the rebate to
consumers. The cost to the U.S. Treasury of making
rebates nontaxable is uncertain; by one estimate,
utilities spend about $200 million annually on
residential rebates.12 Assuming this figure is accu-
rate and that commercial sector rebate spending is
the same, and assuming a combined marginal tax
rate of 20 percent, the lost revenue by not taxing
rebates could be as high as $80 million per year. On
the other hand, indirect revenue gains could offset
these potential losses if consumer savings were
expended on other, taxable activities. Clearly, un-
derstanding the effects on the Treasury of making
rebates nontaxable would require considerable analy-
sis. The response to utility rebate programs, how-
ever, will invariably be lower if rebates continue to
be taxed than if they were made tax-free.

Tax credits are another form of tax incentive that
could be used to improve energy efficiency in U.S.
buildings. As discussed in chapter 4, U.S. experi-
ence with residential conservation tax credits reveals
uncertain results, but the potential costs and benefits
of offering such credits in the future are worth
assessing. One drawback with tax credits is that,
unlike utility rebates, tax credits are not received at
the time of purchase but only after a tax claim is
filed.

~ us Dep~ent of  Encr~,  Ene~ ~omtion Adrninistratio~  Household Energy Consumption and Expenditures 1987,  part 1: National Data*

DOE/EL4-032 1(87) (Washington, DC: October 1989), p. 46. One way to correct the potential equity problems of increasing energy prices is to link price
increases with a simultaneous and similar decrease in low-income tax rates. Providing low-income rebates is another option. Either approach could be
revenue-neutral.

8 U,S.  Dep~ent of Energy,  Unj(ed S[ates  Department  Of Energy FiscaI  Year 1992 Congressional Budget Request, DOE/CR-0~1  wasl~rlgto~
DC: February 1991), vol. 4, pp. 272-273.

9 ~ ~cr~sing num~r of Utillties  offer rebates t. ~efi  Customem who purchase  energy efficient equipment. In one recent smey,  at least 106 U.S.
utilities were identified as offering customer rebates. Rebate  Report, D & R International (Silver Spring, MD), vol. 2, October 1991, pp. 1-7. Rebate
programs are seen by many utilities as a powerful tool for implementing efficiency, because rebates for appliances-much like rebates for cars-provide
~ imtaut cash reward for the desired behavior.

1° Deterrnining consumer response to rebate taxation is difficult, but the perceived value of the rebate is certainly rcxiuced  by taxation. Research in
the rcsidentia.1 sector has found that the “hassle factor” is an important constraint on efficiency, and taxing rebates clearly adds to the complexity and
papenvork  of the program.

11 CJm testfiony  of Thomas  D, Morro~ VICC Resident,  Edison Elec~ic  I~titute,  before ~C Semte Cotittee on Fmce, subcommittee  on Energy
and Agricultural Taxatioq June 14, 1991, p. 8.

12 C.M. Antinori, “Will Taxes Still Bite Into Rebates?” Home Energy, vol. 8, No. 3, May/June 1991, p. 11.
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Box 5-A—The Residential Mortgage Industry and the Federal Government

The Federal Government has long played a
role in encouraging the availability of housing at a
reasonable cost, and much of that Federal support
has been through insuring, purchasing, or otherwise
supporting mortgages. Today, the Federal Govern-
ment participates in the mortgage industry in both
the primary and the secondary markets. In the
primary market, about 18 percent of new single-
family home sales are financed with direct Federal
Government backing through the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA), the Veterans Administra-
tion (VA), and the Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA) (table 5-A-l).

Table 5-A-l—Financing of New, Privately Owned
Single-Family Houses, 1988

Financing source Percent of houses

Conventional . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
Federally financed:

FHA-insured. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
VA-guaranteed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
FMHA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Cash/equivalent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

NOTE: Percents do not sum to 100 due to rounding.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Statisti-
ca/Abstract of the United States: 7990 (Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office, January 1990), p. 715.

In the secondary market, several institutions created by the Federal Government-notably the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac), the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae), and the
Government National Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae)-purchase conventional mortgages from original
lenders such as banks and credit unions. The requirements of these federally sponsored institutions, therefore, can
influence conventional mortgages in areas such as building efficiency.

Energy efficient mortgages (EEMs) are another Energy efficient mortgages can work in several
response to first cost barriers that commonly limit
building energy efficiency. A mortgage is typically
a long-term, relatively low-interest source of funds
and offers a practical means of capitalizing effi-
ciency investments in buildings. The Federal Gov-
ernment plays a significant role in both the primary
and secondary mortgage market (box 5-A), suggest-
ing that mortgages could be a viable Federal policy
lever to pursue energy efficiency in buildings.

ways. Once a new home is deemed “energy
efficient,” the portion of income a buyer can spend
on monthly mortgage payments can be increased—
e.g., from 28 to 30 percent. The underlying rationale
is that an efficient house will have lower monthly
energy costs, and the resulting savings could be
applied to the mortgage payment. Homeowners
benefit because overall housing costs (which include
mortgage and energy) can remain constant or even
decrease (box 5-B), and they acquire a more valuable

Box 5-B—How a More Efficient House Can Cost Less

The conventional wisdom holds that efficiency costs more than standard practice. If one uses mortgages to
finance efficiency, however, even measures with relatively long paybacks can result in lower, not higher, housing
costs.

As discussed in chapter 2, the use of superinsulating technologies can reduce space heating energy
requirements by 80 to 90 percent at an additional first cost of about $4,000 to $7,500 per house. The average new
gas-heated house in the Midwest costs $477 per year to heat and $81 per year to cool1 Assuming superinsulation
could reduce space-conditioning energy use 85 percent, the dollar savings would total $474 per year ($477 + $81,
times 0.85), or about $40 per month. Assuming an additional first cost of $5,750 for the superinsulation, the simple
payback (assuming no energy price increases) would be an unimpressive 12.1 years. However, if the additional
$5,750 was financed through a 30-year, 8-percent mortgage, the increase in the monthly mortgage bill would be
$42. The net additional monthly cost for superinsulation, therefore, would be $42 (addition to mortgage) minus $40
(energy savings), or $2. If energy prices rose at 3 percent per year, energy savings would exceed the addition to the
mortgage after 2 years. Thus, after 2 years the superinsulated house would result in a lower monthly housing
(mortgage plus energy) cost.

1 J. Koomey, J. McM~o~ C. Wodley, Improving  the Thermal  Integrity  Of New Single-Fam”ly Detached Residential Buildings,

LBL29416  (Berkeley, CA: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, July 1991), p. 34.
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house. Lenders can benefit because borrowing
increases (assuming risk does not increase as well).

A second type of energy efficient mortgage
applies to existing homes. Allowing efficiency
improvements to be financed as part of the mortgage
provides a relatively low-cost source of capital for
efficiency improvements and can also reduce overall
housing costs, which include energy payments, if the
additional mortgage payment is more than out-
weighed by the energy cost reduction.

A third type of energy efficient mortgage includes
projected energy costs in the mortgage calculations.
A typical mortgage is based on a calculation of the
costs of principal, interest, taxes, and insurance
(PITI). Adding energy costs (PITI+E) to this calcula-
tion could improve the financial attraction of a home
that costs more but uses less energy. The difficulty
with this approach is making a reliable prediction of
energy costs, which are influenced by occupant
behavior, energy price changes, weather, and other
variables.

Provisions for energy efficient mortgages already
exist but are almost never used. A random sample of
5,000 Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loan
files, for example, found only one loan that used an
EEM.13 Possible explanations for low EEM partici-
pation include lack of awareness, paperwork re-
quirements, and the threat of delays or even loan
cancellations stemming from the additional require-
ments.

Incentives: Basic Options

DOE spends about $230 million per year, and the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
about $130 million per year, on grants for energy
conservation retrofits in buildings, yet few data on
the cost-effectiveness of these grants are available.
Congress could direct DOE and HHS to set aside
an adequate amount of program spending for
program evaluation. Such evaluations could meas-
ure the costs and benefits of each program and
identify areas requiring improvement. Utilities typi-
cally spend 3 to 10 percent of their demand-side
program budget on evaluation. Although OTA was
unable to determine exactly what fraction of Federal
grant spending is applied to evaluation, it may be
considerably lower than this.

Energy costs may not currently reflect their true
costs to society due in part to their failure to
incorporate environmental and other externalities.
Methods to measure and evaluate these externalities
need improvement if efficient pricing is to occur.
Congress could direct and fund DOE to expand
research on the measurement and pricing of
externalities associated with energy production,
distribution, and consumption. Such externalities
need not be limited to environmental or negative
effects, and they may not always favor the most
energy efficient technologies, but measuring them
could reveal their magnitude and importance to the
U.S. economy. Of course, regulatory programs can
have the effect—whether directly or indirectly-f
pricing externalities; for example, Federal and State
environmental regulations often require the mitiga-
tion of externalities associated with energy produc-
tion and use, which commonly introduces costs.
More directly, several States incorporate environ-
mental externalities to some degree into energy
planning. At a minimum, such State efforts could
benefit from a better understanding of the true costs
of currently uncaptured energy externalities.

Incentives: Moderate Options

Congress could pass legislation making utility
rebates nontaxable. Taxing appliance rebates re-
duces the potential impact of utility incentive
programs by limiting the financial gains from
purchasing efficient units. By making utility rebates
nontaxable, Congress could enhance utility rebate
programs.

Congress could enact or increase taxes on the
production and use of fuels consumed in the
buildings sector. In addition to providing deficit-
reducing revenues, such taxes would spur efficiency
improvements as well as the market for demand-side
services. Even though U.S. energy prices are among
the lowest in the industrial world, the benefits of
energy taxes would have to be weighed against the
potential economic and trade effects of enacting or
increasing such taxes.

Congress could direct and fund DOE to pro-
vide technical and financial assistance to States
interested in measuring and pricing energy exter-
nalities. As noted above, at least 19 States have
some provisions for incorporating externalities into

13 w. ~dle,  c ‘Enern  Efficient Mo~gages:  fiopos~  for a Unifom  ~ogIq’  proceedings  of the ACEEE 1990 Surnrner Study on Energy Efi”ciency
in Buifdings (Washington DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, 1990), p. 7.155.
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their energy planning. DOE could assist these and
other States interested in improving this aspect of
their energy planning, particularly as the nature and
impact of externalities can vary greatly by State.

Congress could direct the Federal housing and
national mortgage agencies to simplify and ex-
pand their energy efficient mortgage programs.
Energy efficient mortgages are available but rarely
used. As discussed above, this option could improve
the affordability of many homes, which is especially
important for first-time buyers, and it could increase
the amount of business conducted by lending
institutions. Simplifying the paperwork require-
ments in obtaining energy efficient mortgages, more
visible promotion of the programs by the Federal
and State Governments and lenders, and possibly
improving program design and marketing would
encourage greater use of these neglected financial
options.

Incentives: Aggressive Options

Congress could mandate the measurement and
pricing of energy externalities. This could occur
gradually, over a period of years or even decades. At
present, the most frequently discussed externality
associated with energy production and use is envi-
ronmental pollution, but the extent and nature of
many environmental externalities are often poorly
understood, and attempting to assign dollar values to
them would be controversial. One currently dis-
cussed option is to levy a carbon tax based on the
carbon dioxide emissions associated with fossil
energy consumption. Other major pollutants associ-
ated with building energy use include sulfur oxides
(SOX), nitrogen oxides (NOX), and chlorofluorocar-
bons (CFCs). These other externalities could be
addressed through end-use taxes (which already
exist for major CFCs), reductions of Federal energy
supply subsidies, or increases in royalty fees for
energy exploration and development on public
lands.

A national effort to price energy externalities
could begin with the Federal sector. Establishing
select procurement criteria that cost major externali-
ties (e.g., the use of CFCs in building heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems)
could provide useful lessons about how to conduct

such an effort on a national scale. Federal energy
programs could also stress the evaluation and
incorporation of externalities in their regulatory
efforts, including appliance labeling, building and
appliance standards, RD&D planning, and utility
demand-side management support.

Federal Leadership: Procurement,
Recognition, and Demonstration

The purchasing power of the Federal Govern-
ment, and the resulting ability to demonstrate
innovative technologies and to develop their mar-
kets, is immense. Major efficiency gains could be
attained through procurement and demonstration
efforts that do not rely on conventional policy tools
such as national efficiency standards, tax incentives,
and information dissemination. In addition, the
Federal Government could encourage efficiency
through voluntary public recognition programs stress-
ing environmental stewardship, economic competi-
tiveness, or other valued attributes of energy effi-
ciency, These approaches are voluntary and rely
primarily on the market.

Policy options to improve the energy efficiency of
the Federal sector are discussed in a separate OTA
report. 14 That report stressed the value of Federal
procurement to support markets for efficient prod-
ucts and services, as well as to demonstrate effi-
ciency measures for private sector applications.15

Some of these options are discussed below.

Energy efficiency has both environmental and
economic benefits, and an innovative, voluntary
Federal program has been designed to provide
public recognition to organizations for their contri-
butions to environmental protection through energy
efficiency. In the Green Lights program, operated by
the Global Change Division in the Office of Air and
Radiation at the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), participating companies agree to survey and
upgrade lighting equipment, where appropriate, as
long as such upgrades are profitable to the company
and do not compromise lighting quality. EPA agrees
to provide technical support and information and,
perhaps more importantly, to provide public recog-
nition to participating companies for their contribu-

14 U,S,  ConDcsS,  Office of T~~hn~l~~  Asscssmcn[,  Energy Eficienc> in the Federal  Go\,ernment:  Go\ernmenc  by Good Example?, OTA-E-492

(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1991).

Is Ibid., pp. 105-113.
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tion to environmental protection.
16 Thus far, corpo-

rate response to the program has been impressive,
due in part to the high value participants place on
public recognition and positive publicity. Further-
more, participating companies welcome a voluntary,
mutually beneficial alliance with a regulatory agency.

Another program, called the Golden Carrot,
involves the EPA, utilities, environmental organiza-
tions, and a State energy office in a voluntary effort
to build and demonstrate highly efficient refrigera-
tors. The utilities will offer rebates to consumers that
purchase the advanced refrigerators, which are
intended to be at least 25 percent more efficient than
1993 Federal standards will require, consumers are
given a financial incentive to purchase what promise
to be highly efficient units, and manufacturers are
guaranteed a market for their product by the utility.
With guarantees of Federal procurement, similar
programs might enjoy even larger markets.

Federal Leadership: Basic Options

Encourage energy efficiency in Federal build-
ings by changing procurement guidelines for
energy-using equipment so as to incorporate
energy efficiency. As mentioned, the Federal mar-
ket for energy-using technologies is substantial.
Procurement policies that advance efficiency could
be implemented and enforced, Such policies could
include revising Federal procurement guidelines to
implement life-cycle costing techniques (which
would tend to favor cost-effective efficiency tech-
nologies); providing financial and other awards
(such as bonuses or shared savings) to individuals
and agencies responsible for achieving energy cost
savings; and establishing guidelines that set mini-
mum efficiency levels for purchased equipment.

Extend the EPA Green Lights concept to other
contexts. The EPA program is an innovative volun-
tary effort that could serve as a model for other
programs. For example, the Federal Government
could recognize commercial firms that improve
significantly (by some pre-determined measure) the
efficiency of their space conditioning equipment
without compromising comfort. Another possibility
is to recognize publicly developers that construct a

certain number or fraction of buildings in any year
that surpass a given energy efficiency guideline.
Such efforts could be recognized for their energy,
environmental, or other merits.

Federal Leadership: Moderate Options

Allocate (or increase access to) funds fo r
efficiency improvements in Federal buildings.
Resources could be channeled through a revolving
Federal fund,17 as earmarked monies designated
exclusively for building efficiency improvements
(usable only if energy audits indicate that proposed
measures are warranted and cost-effective), or
through policies encouraging Federal participation
in utility demand-side management, cost sharing,
rebate, or other private financing options.

Encourage manufacturers, utilities, and other
interested parties to extend the Golden Carrot
program concept to other technologies for dem-
onstration and marketing. Collaborative, volun-
tary programs providing incentives for increased
efficiency, such as the Golden Carrot program, could
be extended to other technologies-freezers, water
heaters, heat pumps, clothes washers—using Fed-
eral efficiency standards as benchmarks to surpass,

Federal Leadership: Aggressive Options

Actively promote the demonstration of effi-
cient technologies in Federal buildings to strengthen
markets for energy efficient goods and services.
One way to promote this is to allow participating
agencies to retain some portion of their financial
savings in exchange for taking the risk of using an
innovative technology.

Federal RD&D in the Buildings Sector

Research, development, and demonstration (RD&D)
is the process that generates new technology for
adoption in the marketplace. This process drives the
improvement of technologies that increase energy
efficiency and reduce energy use in buildings. In
general, only industry and the State and Federal
Governments have the resources and interest to
sustain this process.

16 According to EPA, ‘‘EPA will publicly recognize successful Green Lights corporations. It intends to credit those companies for their contributions
to pollution prevention, and seeks to ensure that customers, shareholders, employees, and the public arc aware of their achievements in protecting the
environment with energy efficiency. From J. Lawson and B. Kwarti~  ‘‘Green Lights on Energy Savings, ’ LD+A, February 1991, p. 7.

17 For ~ st~tc.level exmple  of such  a Prowm, sec M. Verdict, J. Habcrl, D. Claridgc,  D. O’Neal, W. Heffington,  W. tier, ‘Monitoring $98 ~llion
in Energy Efficiency Retrofits: The Texas I_cxmstar  Program, ’ Proceedings of the ACEEE 1990 Summer .$mdy on Energy Efficiency in Buildings
(Washington. DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, 1990), p. 7.261.
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The building sector is highly fragmented by
region, size, and function-from builders to equip-
ment manufacturers, architects to real estate profes-
sionals. For example, single-family residential con-
struction firms in the United States alone number
over 90,000.18 In addition, there are thousands of
building equipment manufacturers and hundreds of
architectural and engineering fins. 19 This fragmen-

tation makes it difficult for the building sector to
pool its resources to conduct RD&D. In addition,
this industry, as with any other in the United States,
is driven by the need to sustain profits in the
short-term, which tends to discourage RD&D be-
cause of its high costs and uncertain returns. Yet
RD&D generates technologies that improve per-
formance, increase reliability, save energy, and
reduce costs for this sector. As a result, the Federal
Government has a critical role to play in identifying,
planning, and funding RD&D in the buildings
sector.

For all sectors—but buildings in particular-there
are several critical issues worth considering in the
development of an RD&D agenda for the Nation:

Selecting a mix of research projects givcn
limited resources: The Federal energy RD&D
program is a mix of basic and applied research that
addresses both demand and supply technologies.
(Most of the comments in this section relate to
applied research. ) The relative attention and funding
given to these various project types reveals the
relative weighting of priorities (whether or not they
are stated) in an RD&D program. Thus, poli-
cymakers and program planners have to consider the
overall mix of their total RD&D effort in setting
programwide research goals-and identify the most
promising individual projects worthy of research—
in order to determine the optimal allocation of often
limited RD&D resources.

Identifying non-hardware research needs: The
conventional notion of research involves technolog-
ical hardware development, but building design
tools, improved operations and maintenance (O&M)
practices, computer software, and behavior-oriented
research offer numerous opportunities to help imple-
ment emerging technologies, improve existing pro-
grams, and reduce energy use. These non-hardware

. —

technologies are worth identifying and improving;
they include, for example, computer systems to
monitor and regulate whole building systems for
optimal energy efficiency, econometric methods to
evaluate energy conservation programs, tools for
conducting least cost planning, and social science
and marketing analyses to improve technology
transfer.

Improving program planning by defining and
integrating technology-specific and program-
specific goals: Technology-specific goals and better
RD&D program planning are essential for Congress
and DOE to assess the merits of technologies chosen
for development, as well as the benefits the Nation
can expect to realize with DOE RD&D investments.
Without well-defined program goals, there is no
guarantee that the selection of technology-specific
research projects will adhere to consistent principles
or have a consistent direction. And without technology-
specific research goals, broad program goals func-
tion as little more than wish lists. Both sets of goals
(program-wide and technology-specific) should be
recognized as interdependent and should be made as
specific as possible, with the links between them
made clear (box 5-C).

Involving industry in project planning, fund-
ing, and execution: This would increase the proba-
bility of interest in (and a market for) technologies
that are successfully developed and demonstrated.
Involving industry (to the extent practical) at the
outset of project planning would also improve the
chances that new technologies not only save energy
but also consider the concerns of manufacturers and
others--concerns that are typically broader than just
energy efficiency and might include required changes
to manufacturing processes, cost, reliability, and
consumer interest. The fragmentation of the build-
ings sector could complicate industry involvement;
unlike the transportation sector, where a few major
manufacturers dominate the industry, the buildings
industry consists of a diversity of firms with greatly
differing financial and technical resources. How-
ever, the potential benefits of increased industry
involvement suggest that its pursuit in RD&D would
be worthwhile.

— — -. — —
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Box 5-C—The DOE Multi-Year Program Plan

Since 1983, the Department of Energy Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy has used a multiyear
planning process to establish national conservation goals and to organize technology-specific projects. Currently
termed the “Multi-Year Program Plan” (MYPP), this annual process culminates in the publication of an internal
DOE document that covers the 5 fiscal years subsequent to the upcoming year; thus, the MYPP developed in 1991
covers fiscal years 1993 to 1997.1 While the MYPP establishes ambitious national program goals and outlines the
technologies that are being targeted for development to help meet those goals, the document does not generally
indicate long-term goals for the actual technologies beyond their development nor does it indicate the expected
economic returns from DOE funding allocated for these projects.

For example, the portion of the current MYPP relating to buildings research defines one goal: to hold constant
to 2030 the use of nonrenewable energy in U.S. buildings.2 However, the document neglects to indicate the
relationship between this goal and the technology-specific research proposals outlined in the report; there is no
ledger that sums up or projects the contribution of the technologies that will contribute to the DOE goal. In short,
at least for building-related RD&D, there is no identifiable connection between DOE program objectives and DOE
projects. This is important, because the technical merits of any particular project need to be weighed against other
proposals; many research ideas have merit, but not all can be pursued. A better planning process will better
determine an optimal portfolio of promising conservation projects.

Of course, developing and analyzing methods to integrate long-term program goals with multiyear research
plans would shift some resources away from RD&D to internal administration, but this shift could be small relative
to the entire Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy budget, and it could improve considerably what is
achieved with that budget. At present, the Department could better seine public RD&D objectives through the
MYPP process in at least two ways. First, where practicable, DOE could attempt to delineate more clearly the
expected end-use results (including costs and benefits) of each technology-related RD&D project, Second, DOE
could open the process to include more public and industry review of these planning documents. Such changes to
the MYPP planning process could help the Department link better its program objectives with its technology-
specific projects.

1 U.S. D~~ent of E~r~, ~lce of CoErvation  and Renewable Energy, Multi-Year Program Plan Fiscal Years 1993-~997,
DOE/CE-0329  (Washington DC: U.S. Department of Energy, April 1991). Note: This document is used for internal DOE pl arming and is listed
as “administratively confidential.” As a result, OTA does not discuss specific projects or budget figures contained in the report.

2 Ibid., vol. I, p. 6-8.

On the other hand, lack of industry interest in any One promising option for increasing industry
project is not by itself sufficient reason to abandon involvement in project planning is the use of an
a good idea. Federal RD&D policymakers must outside review panel, such as the Critical Review
weigh broader, more long-term issues than can be process, which was developed by the DOE conserva-
expected from the building industry. Federal initia- tion office in 1985. This process convened inde-
tive and funding has helped speed the development pendent panels to assess the merits and direction of
of key building energy efficiency technologies, such DOE conservation RD&D projects under considera-
as solid-state ballasts and low-emissivity (low-e) tion but, as reported by the General Accounting
windows, at times when there was little initial Office (GAO), the Critical Review program was
industry interest in developing them.20 Industry seldom used even though it was recognized as useful
interest, therefore, should not solely determine in project planning.21 A program like Critical
whether the Federal Government funds an RD&D Review is helpful in promoting industry participa-
project, tion in DOE project planning and implementation,

~“ H. Geller,  J.P. Harris, M.D. Levine, and A.H. Rosenfeld, “The Role of Federal Research and Development in Advancing Energy Efficiency: A
$50 Bitlion Contribution to the US Economy,” Annual Review  of Energy 1987 (Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, Inc., 1987), vol. 12, pp. 357-395.

~ 1 U.S. Congress, General Accounting Office, ConservationP/arming andAfanagementShou/dBe Strengthened, GAO/RCED-90-195  (Gaithersburg,
MD: U.S. General Accounting Office, July 1990), pp. 27-35.
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especially in assessing issues such as the technical
and economic potential of existing technologies, the
clarity and soundness of project goals, and potential
obstacles to technology transfer once a new technol-
ogy has been demonstrated successfully. Nonethe-
less, the Critical Review program was terminated in
1990.22

Engaging in demonstration and technology
transfer: This is the process by which lessons from
the laboratory are applied in practice. Technology
transfer is the ultimate goal of RD&D programs. No
applied research project is truly successful unless its
results are implemented. After the development of
new efficiency technologies, successful demon-
stration and marketing are critical to ensure that they
reach the market. After an initial emphasis on
technology transfer, the DOE RD&D program in the
1980s changed focus. In the last decade, DOE
RD&D has concentrated on long-term, high-risk
research efforts that the agency believed would not
be undertaken by private industry .23 DOE relied on
the private sector to press the transfer of new energy
technologies once they were developed, but the
results of that reliance were often mixed.

In the buildings sector, for example, DOE-funded
research led to the development of residential
heat-pump water heaters, a technology that con-
sumes far less energy than conventional electric
resistance water heaters. However, these units have
shown minimal market penetration due to their high
first cost; currently, less than one percent of water
heaters sold make use of the new heat pump
technology.

24 
AS these heaters have the potential to

achieve large residential energy savings, there is a
key role for improved technology transfer because
participation of more manufacturers and vendors
could lead to reduced costs.

According to a 1989 review by the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, “DOE’s technology transfer

funds are typically very limited. "25 The most recent
DOE report on technology transfer in the DOE
buildings program confirms the general emphasis on
technology development over technology transfer.26

Recognizing the need for research with practical
applications, DOE has taken an encouraging step
with its RD&D agenda. The Department maintained
that the energy RD&D program in 1991 would begin
to balance better high-risk basic research projects
with applied research having more immediate practi-
cal applications.27

Expanding demonstration and technology trans-
fer activities would increase the probability that the
fruits of DOE-funded research gain industry and
consumer acceptance and thereby enjoy wider use in
the marketplace. To make this change would not
necessarily require changes in total funding but
could entail a basic requirement that all technology
RD&D projects (or the overall RD&D program)
incorporate a distinct and adequately budgeted
demonstration and technology transfer component
prior to their initiation. These resources could then
be available whenever successful research projects
needed further DOE attention to ensure product
development and marketing.

A different kind of arrangement, the cooperative
research and development agreement (CRADA), has
received increasing attention since the passage of the
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (Public
Law 99-502). This statute created incentives for
Federal agencies and national laboratories to exe-
cute CRADAs to improve the transfer of Federal
research results to the private sector. In brief, these
agreements ease the restrictions on Federal-private
cooperation by, for example, allowing Federal
laboratories to grant exclusive licensing arrange-
ments with parties collaborating on RD&D projects
(e.g., private industry, State and local governments,
and nonprofit groups) and allowing Federal labora-
tories to use funds provided by nonfederal parties

z? ~cmcti Frlc~m, DOE Office of Comewation  and Renewable Ener~, persom  communication% Jan. 16) 1991”

23 ~1~  is reflected  in tic ~o~olio  of rese~chproj~(s  selected in tie 1980s,  w well as key pohcy documents published by the agency. For example,
see U.S. Department of Energy, The National Energy  F’olicy  Plan, DOE/S-0040 (Washington, DC: 1985), pp. 3435.

‘~ Carl C. Hiller, Senior Project Manager, Residential Systems, Electric Power Research Institute, personal communication, Mar. 4, 1992. See also
M.A. Brown, LG. Berry, and R.K. Goel, Commercializing Government-Sponsored Innovations: Tu,elve Successful Buildings Case Studies,
ORNL/CON-275  (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, January 1989), pp. 75, 86, 123.

25 Ibid., p. 121.

26 U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Building and Community Systcms, Analysis and Technology Tramifer Annual Report 1988,
DOE/CH/OOO16-H2 (Washington+ DC: May 1989), pp. ES-1, 2-9.

27 U.S. Congress, General Accounting Office, DOE’sAllocation ofFundsforBasic  andApplicdResearch andDe\lelopment,  GAO/RCED-90- 148BR
(Gmthersburg,  MD: May 1990), p. 11.
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participating in Federal RD&D projects.28 At pre-
sent, the DOE Office of Building Technologies
(OBT) is participating in at least three CRADAS.29

Performing program evaluation: As discussed
in chapter 4, formal evaluations of DOE building
energy programs, including conservation RD&D,
are rare. Such evaluations identify program achieve-
ments as well as implementation problems. Al-
though long-range planning and budgeting are
conducted annually for 5-year periods in the DOE
conservation program, program-wide RD&D evalu-
ations are not conducted on any regular or visible
basis.

The general scope of OBT RD&D projects—as
well as a select number of their successes—are
well-documented, but there is no consistent method
employed by the Department that compares the costs
and benefits of projects during or after their execu-
tion, that evaluates how program planning and
funding contribute to actual project results, or that
indicates measurable energy and economic gains
expected from the improvement of technologies
under development. Program evaluations that incor-
porated these issues would enhance long-term RD&D
planning and define better the purposes and ex-
pected results of specific RD&D projects. Such
evaluations would be most valuable if they allowed
cross-program comparisons and considered both
demand and supply RD&D.

Funding: A predictable policy option is to
increase funding for a particular activity. Although
this would expand the scope of the Federal building
conservation RD&D effort, it would not, by itself,
ensure a better one. Improving planning, setting
realistic goals, cooperating more closely with indus-
try, identifying technology transfer opportunities,
and performing program evaluations are equally
vital to the success of the DOE-applied RD&D
program for buildings. Of course, performing most
of these tasks would require additional resources,
unless Congress and DOE are willing to reduce the
number of building conservation RD&D projects
and shift more resources to fewer projects. But if
Congress determines that the current OBT goal—
holding nonrenewable energy use in U.S. buildings

constant until 2030-is a realistic and desirable one,
then current buildings conservation RD&D funding
(in the range of $50 million per year) is probably too
low.

RD&D: Basic Options

Congress could require all DOE Office of
Building Technologies (OBT) applied research
projects reaching the demonstration stage to
conduct some minimum level of technology trans-
fer and market assessment. One simple but rela-
tively inflexible method for ensuring such work
would be to establish a minimum percentage of
funding for these functions as part of all applied
OBT projects or, alternatively, as part of the entire
program budget. A better method would address the
process that incorporates technology transfer into
project planning and execution. This would guaran-
tee that technology transfer is conducted for all
applied research projects that have demonstrated
technological advances. Such a requirement should
not apply to basic or high-risk RD&D work, where
transferable achievements are not expected in the
short-term.

Specific provisions for technology transfer in
each applied RD&D projector for the entire applied
research program increase the probability that re-
search success is actually applied beyond the labora-
tory. The Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation
Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-480) inter alia required
each Federal laboratory to establish an Office of
Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) to
conduct technology transfer from the labs to State
and local governments and the private sector and
directed each lab with a total annual budget exceed-
ing $20 million to place at least one full-time
professional in its ORTA. Federal agencies that
operated or directed one or more national laborato-
ries were required to earmark a minimum of 0.5
percent of their RD&D budgets to fund technology
transfer efforts at their respective agencies and at
their labs, including support for each ORTA.30 This
funding earmark was later repealed (Public Law
101-189), because Congress determined that agen-
cies were using their discretionary authority under

~8 U.S. Congress, General Accounting Office, Difising Innovations: Implementing the Technology Transfer Ad of 1986, GAO/PEMD-91-23
(Gaithersbwg,  MD: May 1991), pp. 7,76.

29 U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy, Conservation and Renewable Energy Technologies for Buildings,
DOE/CH10093-85  (Washington, DC: May 1991), p. 20.

JO ~bllc  Law 96-480, 94 s~[. 2318, sec.  11.
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the Stevenson-Wydler Act to waive the require-
ment.31

Flexibility in Federal RD&D program planning is
essential, but technology transfer is too vital to the
success of research programs, in OTA’s view, to
eliminate completely some minimum level of effort
for this function. Congress could consider restoring
(and even increasing) the minimum technology
transfer funding requirement established by the
Stevenson-Wydler Act and deny waivers, although
such requirements risk inflexibility. One clear prob-
lem is determining an adequate level of technology
transfer funding that does not significantly reduce
the resources for research itself. Other, more flexible
approaches for improving technology transfer ef-
forts could address the process by which technology
transfer is conducted but could also require careful
attention to, and incentives for, such transfer. Such
options include greater use of cooperative R&D
agreements (CRADAs, discussed above), an indus-
try liaison (separate from designated project manag-
ers) to manage technology transfer activities for
appropriate RD&D projects, senior management
and corporate recognition efforts for successful
technology transfer efforts, and a clear and aggres-
sive commitment to Federal procurement for emerg-
ing technologies.

Encourage or require DOE to define specific
technological goals that relate to program objec-
tives in the DOE Conservation multiyear plan-
ning process. As discussed earlier, the DOE Conser-
vation program annually develops a planning docu-
ment (the Multi-Year Program Plan, or MYPP) that
lists proposed RD&D projects for upcoming years.
However, the utility of that planning process could
be improved by clarifying the actual measurable
benefits to consumers that each project aims to
achieve. Despite the articulation of overall RD&D
program goals in the MYPP, the document fails to
clarify how those goals will be achieved by the
technology-specific projects proposed. Improving

the multiyear planning process in this way would
require a shift of some resources to this activity or an
increase in the program budget.

Conduct regular RD&D program evaluations
for Congress in order to identify the successes,
failures, and future direction of projects in the
DOE Office of Building Technologies (OBT).
Internal methods at the DOE Conservation office
notwithstanding, Congress does not have the benefit
of reviewing program-wide evaluations of OBT
RD&D projects on a regular basis. As a result, the
actual benefits of RD&D funding cannot be assessed
by Congress in a regular or consistent way. Although
they would require additional resources, regular
evaluations would measure the progress of DOE
building conservation RD&D projects more reliably
and would inform Congress better about DOE
RD&D progress.

RD&D: Moderate Options

Make greater use of market surveys to assess
manufacturer and consumer response to new
technologies prior to initiating OBT RD&D
projects. Even when program planners correctly
identify the most promising technological opportu-
nities for reducing energy use in buildings-related
RD&D, there is no guarantee that manufacturers will
be able to adopt anew technology or that consumers
will respond favorably to that technology. As a
result, market surveys performed prior to project
initiation can uncover potential problems or oppor-
tunities which, if accounted for in the RD&D
process, can help ensure that the final product is
marketable. 32 In addition, market surveys may
uncover institutional issues (e.g., building code
requirements) that could impede market success of
new technologies. Performing market surveys would
require shifting some resources to this activity,
perhaps even a minor increase in the OBT budget.

Increase industry involvement in RD&D pro-
ject planning, funding, and execution. Regardless

31 me N~ti~~  competitivene~~  Te~~olO~  Transfer Act of 1989  (~bfic  Law 101.189)  repealed the ().5 percent funding earmark, requiring instead
that “sufficient funding, either as a separate line item or from the agency’s research and development budget” be desiwted  for tee~ology  Bansfer
activities. Public Law 101-189, 103 Stat. 1679, sec. 3133(e)(2). As explained in the House Conference report:

“The conference agreement wot.dd  repeal the one-half percent funding requirement for technology transfer programs under
Stevenson-Wydler  and the related waiver provisions. These changes are not intended to reduce that commitment to technology ransfer
but rather acknowledge that this requirement has been universally waived during the Act’s 9-year history and that there is a lack of
certainty that one-hatf  percent provides the appropriate amount of funding. ’

House Conference Report No. 101-331 (Nov. 7, 1989), p. 761. From U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative New’s,  IOlst Congress-Ffit
Session (St. Paul, MN: West Publishing, 1989), vol. 3, p. 1151.

32 However, ~ket sumeys  me  not always  appropriate.  For example,  if a fundamentally new tectiology  is under consideratio~  SUIVeyS  IIMy  haVC

little value or relevance in predicting the eventual market response.
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of the technological advances achieved in RD&D
programs, industry must eventually adopt and mar-
ket new technologies before their practical applica-
tions can be realized on a large scale. To gain
industry’s input in RD&D program planning (and to
improve the prospects of its adopting RD&D prod-
ucts), industry could be engaged to contribute to this
process as early as possible through workshops,
requests for proposals, and screening committees
consisting of senior DOE managers and industry
representatives (e.g., similar to the Critical Review
program mentioned above).

Stressing cost sharing and outside funding where
possible would help ensure that industry truly
invests itself in the Federal RD&D process. Al-
though it does not involve cost sharing, the Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program pro-
vides grants to small companies attempting to
develop and commercialize new technologies, and is
a useful model to encourage the involvement of
small, competitive firms in project execution.33

(Often, small firms will pursue RD&D projects that
the larger appliance and equipment manufacturers
show little initial interest in.34) Given the frag-
mented nature of the buildings sector, early and
sustained industry involvement in DOE RD&D
project planning, funding, and execution are good
options to ensure that projects are well-defined and
target clear opportunities for efficiency improve-
ments.

There are potential problems that arise with
increased industry involvement, such as the poten-
tial for conflicts of interest or controversy over
granting exclusive rights to technologies developed
with public funding, but the potential gains of
correcting the currently low level of industry in-
volvement in DOE RD&D projects could far out-
weigh the burden of avoiding such problems. One

Table 5-l—Allocation of Research Funds
in the U.S. Department of Energy Conservation

Program (by percent, fiscal year 1988)

Buildings Transportation Industry

National laboratories. . . . 74 18 30
Industry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 65 55
Universities. . . . . . . . . . . . 3 5 14
Other. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 12 2

SOURCE: M.A. Brown, Ttinology  Transfer Strategies of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy’s Conservation Program, ORNUCON-277  (Oak
Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, December 1988), p.
44.

simple measure of industry participation in Federal
buildings energy RD&D is the fraction of government-
funded research spending awarded to industry. In
fiscal year 1988, for example, only 13 percent of
OBT RD&D funds were awarded directly to indus-
try. That same year, the DOE industrial and transpor-
tation conservation RD&D programs awarded far
more of their RD&D funds to industrial firms, 55
and 65 percent respectively (table 5-1).35

Examine the feasibility of both least-cost and
net benefit planning for the DOE applied conser-
vation RD&D programs. The results of such
studies should be reported to Congress. One way for
DOE to determine the optimal mix of RD&D
projects could be to conduct least-cost R D & D

planning; that is, to establish a research agenda that
attempts to pay the least cost for a given set of
anticipated benefits. Defining the parameters of and
actually conducting least-cost RD&D planning cred-
ibly would be extremely difficult, but not impossi-
ble. This option suggests that DOE evaluate the
feasibility of adopting a planning method for applied
conservation research that pursues a least cost mix of
energy efficiency technologies.

As an alternative, DOE could examine the feasi-
bility of performing net benefit RD&D planning,
such as that performed by the Gas Research Institute

33 me SB~ pro=-  is Operated by tie us. srn~l Business Administration in conjunction with 11 Federal agencies, includtig DOE, ~d~ autiority
of the Small Business Innovation Development Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-219). The program funds small businesses to conduct research projects
through the development stage; although a mjor goal of the program is to encourage commercialization, product marketing is not funded by the Federal
Government. See U.S. Small Business Administratio~ Office of Innovation, Research and Technology, SmaZl Business Znnovarion  DeveZopmenf Act:
Eighth  Year Results (Washington, DC: July 1991), 8th Annual Report.

34 sm H. Geller,  Jp. H~s, MD.  ~vlne, ad AH.  Rosenfeld,  “me  Rolc of Federal Rese~ch  ad Development in Advancing Energy Efficiency:

A $50 Billion Conrnbution to the US Economy, “ Annual  Review of Energy 1987 (Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, Inc., 1987), vol. 12, pp. 357-395.
In additio~ the Energy-Related Inventions Program (rnanaged by DOE in conjunction with the National Institute of Standards and Twhnology)  is
authorized under the Federal Nomuclear  Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-577) and funds energy-related research
conducted by small firms. The program has awarded more than $24 million in research monies to 329 projects. U.S. Department of Commerce, National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Energy Related Inventions Program: A Joint Program of the Department of Energy and the National Institute
of Standards and Technology: Status Report for Recommendations 251 Through 523 (Washingto% DC: March 1991), p. 1-3.

35 MA Bmm Technology Transfer  strategies  of the us,  Department  of Energj,’s  conse~ation  program,  ORNL/CON-277  (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, December 1988), p. 44.
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(GRI), the research arm of the natural gas utility
industry. The annual GRI RD&D budget requires
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
approval. To gain that approval, GRI is required to
budget only RD&D projects that are expected to
result in net benefits to existing classes of end-use
consumers. That is, the projected benefits of RD&D
projects must be greater than the projected costs of
performing them.36

RD&D planning of either kind (least-cost or net
benefit) would focus better the DOE conservation
RD&D planning effort to ensure that the best
opportunities for energy technology RD&D are
selected. Such planning would help DOE maximize
the benefits of the public investment in conservation
RD&D. However, the small size and scope of the
OBT program would not warrant the considerable
investment in performing such an evaluation by
itself; applying such a rigorous standard for research
planning would be more appropriate for the entire
Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy
program, rather than just one part of it.

Establish an ambitious level of technology
transfer and marketing efforts for OBT RD&D
projects beyond that currently pursued. This
level would represent an effort to conduct technol-
ogy transfer more ambitious than in the basic level,
such as assigning a full-time professional staff to
assist exclusively with technology transfer within
major programs such as OBT. Another option is to
set aside a given percentage of the OBT budget to
technology transfer. In recent years, OBT has spent
10 percent or less of its RD&D budget on technology
transfer. 37 In the future, OBT could designate as
much as 15 to 20 percent of its budget for transfer
and marketing (at least in cases where technical
improvements have been made). Other options—
such as increasing the use of CRADAs (discussed
above), encouraging personnel exchanges between
the national laboratories and industry, and training
program management and staff in marketing tech-
niques--could also improve technology transfer
efforts.

Increase OBT funding for RD&D work. T o
some participants in the debate on national RD&D

priorities, a substantial funding increase is consid-
ered an attractive policy option to enhance any
RD&D program, As this report stresses, however, a
shift in program emphasis or modest (but targeted)
increases in funding for the DOE conservation
RD&D program could yield significant returns. The
breadth and quality of DOE conservation RD&D
efforts would likely increase with increased funding,
but Congress should ensure that basic programmatic
improvements are made or planned prior to any
major funding increases. As discussed in chapter 4,
one of the most prolific periods in DOE buildings
conservation research (based on demonstrated tech-
nological advances resulting in measured energy
savings) was during the late 1970s and early 1980s
when RD&D funding was high. The 1991 OBT
conservation budget, however, was only 44 percent
(in current dollars) of the 1980 budget. If Congress
increased funding for the Office of Conservation and
Renewable Energy program substantially, net bene-
fit or least-cost planning for the program could
become a vital yardstick to determine how best to
allocate resources between numerous projects in
different offices.

RD&D: Aggressive Options

Require DOE to market buildings conserva-
tion RD&D results to utilities, State agencies, and
its own regulatory programs, including the Office
of Codes and Standards (within the Office of
Building Technologies). This would help ensure
that conservation RD&D results are imparted to
interested groups in a timely fashion. These groups
are at the center of numerous regulatory, incentive,
and other efficiency efforts, suggesting that well-
marketed RD&D results would strengthen their
ability to keep pace with and even push technical
advances. Appointing utility and State liaisons to
market RD&D results is one way to achieve this.

Require DOE to perform least-cost or net-benefit-
applied conservation RD&D planning. This would
be a major departure from current applied conserva-
tion RD&D budget and program planning, and it
would require a major effort (at least initially). The
suggestion does not apply to basic RD&D, where
high-risk, long-term work is the norm, and where

lb A, he Wallace, Dlrec(or of ReWlatoV and ~gl~lative  Affairs, Gas Rcsc~ch  Institute, Wtten communication to OTA, Aug. 16, 1991.

37 U.S. Dep~men[ of Energy, Office of Buildings and COMMUnlty  SyStCmS, Analysis and Technology?’ Transfer Annual Report 1988,
DOE/CH/00016-H2  (Washington, DC: May !989), p. 2-9. Note: The proportion of technolo~  tramfcr funding in an office such as OBT (10 percent)
should not be confused with the seemingly modest reqwremcnts  under the Stevenson-Wydlcr  Act (discussed above), because that legislation channeled
resources from entire agency RD&D budgets, not just particular RD&D offices.
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ultimate returns are often difficult to predict. How-
ever, it is an appropriate concept to consider for
Federal agencies conducting applied RD&D, where
public monies are being spent for ostensibly identifi-
able public benefits. If one or both of these planning
methods is determined to be feasible, DOE could
initiate such an effort to ensure that expected RD&D
benefits exceed expected RD&D costs. Of course,
either planning method would require several years
to implement, but both have the potential to maxi-
mize public returns on Federal RD&D investments.

Utilities and Energy Efficiency38

Utilities are ideally positioned to promote energy
efficiency in buildings. They have monthly contacts
with consumers through their billing systems, they
have historical and current data on consumer energy
consumption, and they provide service throughout
the United States. Until recently, however, utility
regulation provided utilities with no direct financial
incentives to encourage efficiency among their
consumers. In fact, under traditional principles of
utility regulation, utility profits were tied to sales—
the more energy sold by the utility, the greater its
revenues and profits.

In recent years, some States have changed utility
regulation to provide utilities with financial incen-
tives for efficiency investments. These changes have
included both limiting disincentives for efficiency,
for example by decoupling revenues from sales, and

providing positive incentives for efficiency .39 Even
without financial incentives, many utilities have
found that efficiency measures can be a quick and
inexpensive way to meet demand growth. In addi-
tion, many States and utilities are adopting least-cost
planning techniques to ensure appropriate use of
efficiency .40

At present, utilities are probably the single most
important institutional vehicle for implementing
efficiency in buildings. For example, there are over
1,000 electric utility-run efficiency programs in the
residential sector4l and over 340 in the commercial
sector. 42 These Programs include changes in rate
structures, financial incentives for consumers such
as rebates and loans, information programs such as
audits and technical assistance, RD&D, and demand-
side bidding.43 Another promising option not ap-
plied as widely is a reduced hook-up fee for energy
efficient buildings, which utilities can use to encour-
age energy efficient construction.

The results in some States have been quite
impressive. In California, for example, utility pro-
grams undertaken through 1987 promoting energy
efficiency in the residential and commercial sectors
were estimated to have cut new capacity needs by
over 1,800 megawatts in 1987—the equivalent of
about two new large coal or nuclear powerplants.44

State regulatory agencies have primary jurisdic-
tion over utility resource planning, demand-side

38 me role of utilities in implementing efficiency is discussed in detail in a forthcoming OTA report.

39 me c~ifomia  fiblic Utilities Commission uses a rate-setting mechanism known as the Electric Rate Adjustment Mechanism ~, wtich
decouples utility profitability from the amount of electricity sales. For a full discussion of ERAM and other imovative efficiency incentive mechanisms,
see J. Cole and M. C ummings, “Making Conservation Profitable: An Assessment of Alternative Demand Side Management Incentives,’ Proceedings
of the ACEEE 1990 Summer Sfudy on Energy Eficiency  in Buildings (Washington DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, 1990),
pp. 5.35 -5<50.

~ I@ast-cost  plarming (LCP) can be defined as “a process of ex amining all electricity-saving and electricity-producing options to select a mixture
of options that minimizes total customer cost.” (D. MoskovitL  Profits and Progress Through Least-Cost Planning (Wash.ingtoU  DC: National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, November 1989), p. vi.) The term integrated resource phmning ~) is also used. There are few
arguments against the concept of LCP. Almost all agree that meeting energy service needs at the lowest feasible cost is appropriate. However, there is
considerable controversy over the implementation of LCP. Calculating costs, structuring regulatory incentives, and allowing for nonutility  participants
have all proven controversial. Furthermore, concerns about administrative costs, the difficulty in predicting and measuring saved energy, and
disagreements over relative subsidies have complicated implementation. The interpretation of just what constitutes LCP varies buc  according to one 1990
survey, 23 States had least-cost planning of some kind in operation, and another 8 States were initiating it. Edison Electric Institute, Rate Regulation
Department, ~tate  Regulatory Development in Integrated Resource Planning (Washingto@  DC: Edison Electric Institute, September 1990),
p. 2.

4 1  Batte~e, ~9~8 CJune},  of Res.&nri~/-se~tor  De~ndJide  ~anagenlent  progra~,  Ep~ CU-6546  (p~o  Alto, CA:  Electric  power Res~ch
Institute, October 1989), p. iii.

42 Batt~lle-cOl~bus  DivisiO~  ~9&’  ~uney  of  Cornmercia/-Sector  Demand-Side Management Programs, Ep~ CU-6294  (p~o  Alto,  CA: Electric
Power Research Institute, March 1989), p. iii.

43 some u~ltles  rwuest  bids from outside f~s for new energy supplies. Exten~g tie bidding process to ~]OW bids for energy savings iS cded
demand-side bidding.

44 C~ifofia Energy Cotisslon,  EnergyEflcienqRepo~,  p400-9@W3  (Sacrmento,  CA: Octobr 1990), p. 30. For comparison, a lmge COd-flied

or nuclear powerpkmt  has a capacity of about 900 MW.
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management programs, and retail rates. Barring a
revolutionary shift in the balance of Federal and
State utility jurisdiction, State regulatory agencies
will continue to play the major role in efforts to
encourage utilities to promote building energy
efficiency.

Federal influence over State regulatory authori-
ties and utility-run energy efficiency programs is
limited and indirect and is based in part on: 1)
management and oversight of ‘‘Federal utilities"—
the power marketing administrations and the Ten-

nessee Valley Authority; 2) Federal Energy Regula-
tory Commission jurisdiction over interstate trans-
actions, wholesale rates, and multistate holding
companies regulated under Federal law; and 3)
Department of Energy information, technology de-
velopment, and technical support programs.

There are several examples of Federal Govern-
ment support for greater consideration of efficiency
by utilities. The Pacific Northwest Electric Power
Planning and Conservation Act (Public Law 96-501)
instituted a regional council for electricity planning
in the Pacific Northwest and required that the
council consider efficiency as a resource when
assessing future electricity supplies. DOE currently
funds a least-cost planning research program within
the Office of Utility Technologies, with an annual
budget of about $3 million in fiscal year 1991.45 The
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (Public Law
101-549) authorize emission allowances for energy
conservation (sec. 404(f)), and the Environmental
Protection Agency is developing rules to implement
these provisions.

Congress could promote utility conservation pro-
grams in several ways, including an expansion of
DOE technical support, changes in regulatory poli-
cies, and changes in Federal utility plannirig and
management. In considering these options, under-
standing the interaction of State versus Federal
regulatory oversight of utilities is important. Histori-
cally, utility regulation has long been managed
primarily at the State level, and any expanded
Federal role could be controversial.

Utilities: Basic Options

National experience with least-cost planning is
increasing but uneven, and many utilities have a
clear need to understand better the design, operation,
and performance of efficiency programs. Congress
could instruct DOE to expand its research and
development related to the design, operation, and
evaluation of utility efficiency programs. Simi-
larly, the Federal Government could help States
learn from each other about how to implement
least-cost planning and how to design, operate, and
evaluate energy efficiency programs. Congress
could instruct DOE to increase its activities as an
information clearinghouse for efficiency pro-
gram design, operation, and evaluation.

The Northwest Power Planning Council, estab-
lished in response to Federal legislation, is charged
with addressing future power requirements in the
Pacific Northwest by considering both demand and
supply options. Congress could instruct DOE to
evaluate whether the Northwest Power Planning
Council represents a useful model for energy
planning that could be applied to other regions of
the country.

Utilities: Moderate Options

The Federal utilities% account for about 19
percent of U.S. electricity sales.

47 Congress could
direct the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and
the power marketing administrations to better
integrate least-cost planning techniques and prin-
ciples into their operations and management.
Establishing such requirements would be a first step
to ensuring that public monies spent on power
generation are applied in the most cost-effective
manner possible.

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) has jurisdiction over all wholesale electric-
ity and natural gas transactions in the United States.
Congress could instruct FERC to examine its
ratesetting and other regulatory actions to deter-
mine their consistency with State-approved util-
ity least-cost plans.

45 u,S Dep~ent of Energ, U,,’j  Department of  E~~~g~  Fi~Ca[ year  1992 c~ng~~~~i~nal  Budget  Request,  DOE/m-ml (Washington, D C :
February 1991), vol. 4, p. 438.

46 ~ese include the Fcd~ral  po,~,~r M~k~ting Adminis~a~iOns  (pMAs),  which are pafl of DOE, ~d the Tennessee Wley Authotity (TVA).

47 U,S. Dcp~cnt of Encr~, Encr~ Information AdmiNstiation, “Sales of Electricity Available for Resale, ” Financial Statistics of Selected
Investor-0u3nedE[ectric Utilities 1989,  DOE/EIA-0437(89)/l  Washington.  DC: J~UW 1991)!  P 3
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As mentioned above, about 23 States are currently
using some form of least-cost planning, and another
8 States are in the process of implementing it.
Congress could instruct DOE to support through
grants, technical support, or other means, State
and utility efforts related to the design and
implementation of least-cost planning. Such sup-
port could be directed at both States that currently
use least-cost planning and those considering it. In
addition, Congress could encourage or require
States not already doing so to consider adopting
least-cost plans.

Utilities: Aggressive Options

Most of the electricity sales by the federally
owned utilities are to other utilities and not to
ultimate customers. Congress could direct the
federally owned utilities to provide incentives for
or require its customer utilities to adopt least-cost
plans. Such a requirement could be accompanied by
technical support from the federally owned utilities
to its customer utilities for least-cost plan prepara-
tion and implementation.

Mandating Efficiency: Codes and Standards

The government can mandate energy efficiency.
Such regulation can be controversial and costly but
has been used in the past to achieve social goals,
such as ensuring public health and safety in build-
ings. As noted in chapter 4, codes and standards for
energy efficiency already exist in many jurisdic-
tions. This section discusses Federal options to
amend current building codes and standards as well
as appliance standards. There are advantages and
disadvantages to adopting such mandates. For exam-
ple, the impact of an appliance standards program is
easier to determine than that of other policy meas-
ures such as information and incentives, because
there is less uncertainty in market response. On the
other hand, standards may raise the price of appli-
ances and limit consumers flexibility to make their
own decisions reflecting their own individual prefer-
ences and requirements.48

Building codes and standards—The historical
function of building codes has been to ensure the
health and safety of inhabitants, but recently they
have been directed at energy efficiency as well.
Building codes are typically implemented and en-

forced at the local, county, or State level. Local or
county codes are often based on a State model code,
which is then modified to fit local requirements.
Currently all 50 States have some energy efficiency
requirements in State building codes, but the scope,
stringency, and enforcement of these requirements
vary widely. Federal building standards for energy
efficiency are mandatory for federally owned or
financed buildings and voluntary for other buildings.

Although Congress could direct the improvement
of building energy codes in numerous ways, several
issues should be recognized to guide choices. First,
an increased Federal role in what is traditionally a
State and local matter would be controversial.
Informal interviews with code professionals and
builders revealed strong resistance to a national
building code or standard for several reasons,
including the potential for reduced flexibility in
building design, a possible increase in construction
costs that could threaten the marketability of a new
home, and uncertainties about often complex provi-
sions, which could lead builders to ‘‘over build’ in
order to erase doubts about compliance.

These potential drawbacks could be major barri-
ers to new construction, which understandably
concern builders, but their input in the development
of flexible and clear building codes could prevent or
alleviate many of these problems. In addition, other
policies promoted in tandem-such as an aggressive
Federal energy efficiency mortgage program or
State and utility involvement in pushing incentives
such as reduced hook-up fees for efficient buildings—
could also improve the marketability of highly
efficient buildings.

A second and related point is the importance of
enforcement. Codes are often enforced by local and
county-level officials and, without their support,
implementing code changes would be difficult.
(This also raises the issue of Federal assistance in
training and assisting code enforcement officials,
discussed below.) Inadequate code enforcement
could create incentives for noncompliance, because
builders adhering to guidelines could experience a
competitive disadvantage if those failing to comply
are not punished. An additional prerequisite to
success, therefore, would include the development

46 For cxmple,  ~ efficiency s@ndard for a space  heating furnace may be cost-effective under average conditions and use, but ift.he fIKMCC  is tiwd

to back up a solar heating system it may no longer be cost-effective.
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of adequate State and local expertise for building
professionals to consult for assistance.

Third, the increasing complexity of buildings and
codes could complicate the implementation of
aggressive codes. The shift toward performance
codes rather than prescriptive codes,49 for example,
has been a mixed blessing; performance codes can
increase flexibility in building design but can
significantly complicate enforcement by requiring
complex calculations to demonstrate compliance.
Improved methods of building energy analysis,
however, could alleviate this problem.

Building Codes and Standards: Basic Options

Assess compliance with and enforcement of
existing State building codes as they pertain to
energy efficiency. OTA interviews with builders
suggest that enforcement of State building codes
varies greatly; such enforcement generally occurs on
the local level, where expertise and resources vary
considerably. To determine the status of State
efforts, and to guide Federal ones, DOE, the
Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), and other relevant agencies could assess the
level of both compliance with and enforcement of
existing State building codes as they pertain to
energy efficiency.

One code often used as a benchmark is the
Council of American Building Officials Model
Energy Code (CABO MEC) for low-rise residential
construction; this model code was updated in 1989
(CABO MEC ‘89). About 11 States have codes that
equal or surpass the CABO MEC ’89, while about 34
States have codes less stringent.50 Several studies
have found that the CABO MEC ’89 is cost-
effective. An analysis by the Alliance to Save
Energy, for example, suggests that if the 34 States
with codes less stringent than the CABO MEC ’89

adopted that model code, the resulting changes in
new homes would achieve paybacks of less than 2
years-based on the estimated incremental rise in
construction costs and the resulting energy sav-
ings.

51 Furthermore, the Alliance found that in some
regions codes stricter than CABO MEC ’89 would
provide a 4-year payback.52 A study by Battelle
compared the CABO MEC ’89 to both the CABO
MEC ’86 and the HUD Minimum Property Stand-
ards (MPS) and found CABO MEC ‘89 the most
cost-effective for homeowners—both from a life-
cycle cost and a first-year cash flow perspective.53

Extension of CABO MEC ’89 requirements to
federally financed homes would speed widespread
adoption of this code. (This was required of HUD by
the Cranston-Gonzalez Affordable Housing Act of
1990 (Public Law 101-165) but is yet to be
implemented. ) Approximately 18 percent of new
single-family homes are financed through the Fed-
eral Housing Administration (FHA), the Veterans
Administration (VA), and the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration (FmHA). If these three agencies were to
require CABO MEC ’89, then builders would have
to build to these requirements in order to sell to home
buyers that finance their homes through these
agencies. Since many builders design and construct
homes before the specific buyer is known, builders
would tend to build to CABO MEC ’89 require-
ments in case a prospective buyer intended using
federally assisted financing. The net effect would be
that most new homes in the FHA/VA/FmHA price
range would be built to CABO MEC ’89 levels.

The Cranston-Gonzalez Affordable Housing Act
of 1990 (Public Law 101-625) required the HUD
Secretary to promulgate standards that meet or
exceed the CABO MEC ‘89.54 In November 1990
HUD published a proposed rule that: “all [federally
financed] detached one and two family dwellings

~’J performcvlce  CodeS SCI  a ~lmum al]owat)]e energy  consumption level, and thereby allow for any combimtion of technologies as long as the
consumption level IS not exceeded. prescriptive codes, in contrast, have specific technical requirements such as minimum insulation levels. Most recent
codes, including Council of American Building Offlclals  Model Energy Code, 1989 edition, have both performance and prescriptive elements.

so B&$cd  on data presented in B.D.  Howard and W.R. ~ndle, ‘‘Better Building Codes for Energy Efficiency, ’ Final Report (revised) (Washingto~L
DC: The Alliance to Save Ener~, September 1991), pp. 5-7.

5 I Ibid,  p, 44, one  .St:~tc-India~-~d  a 3-ycaI payback; the rest all had paybacks of ICSS  w ‘2 yeas.

52 Ib[d., p. 40.
~~ A D he R,G, Lucas, cc. comer,  Compurjs(jn of the Economic E@-ts  of Three Residential Energy Codes on Home BuYers  @icMmdI  ‘A:., ,

Battcllc, November 1990), p. ii], These cost-effectiveness studies typically assume  that builders usc the pcrforman ce approach (see footnote  49); however
OTA mtcrvmvs  with builders suggest that many find the performance approach too complex and thcrcforc  use the prescriptive approach. Therefore these
studies may overestimate actual cost-effectiveness. This point also suggests a need to provide builders better  tools and training to increase use of the
performance approach.

5J public L:iw 1(11.62s, 104 Slat.  ~~~, YX.  1~.
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and one family townhouses not more than three
stories in height shall comply with CABO Model
Energy Code, 1989 Edition, including 1990 supple-
ments. ’55 As of February 1992, the final rule was
still under consideration by the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (OMB). Congress could ensure
that section 109 of the Cranston-Gonzalez Af-
fordable Housing Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-
625) requiring the use of CABO MEC ’89 in
federally assisted housing is implemented. This
would ensure that most new, moderately priced
homes meet the CABO MEC ’89.

There are other model codes and model standards
offered by industry groups. Among the best known
are the standards designed by the American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE). This group has developed
both residential and commercial standards, and their
experience has been instrumental in the develop-
ment of the DOE building efficiency standards and
guidelines. As a result, in conjunction with organi-
zations such as CABO and ASHRAE, DOE could
continue to improve Federal building standards
and guidelines and provide implementation ma-
terials and support services to promote their use
on the State level. Such support services could
include the provision of software technologies to
assess compliance and resources to hire and train
local and State code enforcement staff.

Building Codes and Standards: Moderate
options

Congress could direct and fund DOE to pro-
vide technical and financial support to those 34
States with residential building codes less strin-
gent than CABO MEC ’89 to evaluate the
cost-effectiveness of upgrading their codes to the
CABO benchmark. Financial incentives could be
used to promote code adoption. This would reach the
higher-priced homes not eligible for FHA, VA, or
FmHA financing.

Codes for commercial buildings already exist as
well. The DOE Energy Performance Standards for
New Commercial Buildings (1990), designed in
conjunct ion with ASHRAE, could be used as a
model code. Congress could direct and fund DOE
to provide technical and financial support to
States considering the adoption of more stringent

commercial building codes, again to evaluate the
cost-effectiveness of upgrading the existing State
codes. This would allow States to maintain their
jurisdiction over building codes but would demon-
strate the energy and economic savings potential of
improving the State codes.

Another option is to encourage the extension of
codes to existing buildings. Retrofit-on-resale ordi-
nances (also known as residential energy conserva-
tion ordinances) are used in some areas to require
minimal efficiency features when ownership
Changes.56 Congress could direct and fund DOE
to provide technical and financial assistance to
communities and States instituting retrofit-on-
resale rules. Such rules reach all buildings, includ-
ing low-income and rental residences, which are
often difficult to reach with other programs.

Congress could direct and fund DOE to en-
large its efforts at code official training and
education. Code enforcement is a continuing con-
cern, and as codes become more complex training
becomes increasingly important.

Building Codes and Standards: Aggressive
Options

Congress could require States to meet or
exceed federaIly set minimum building efficiency
standards, such as the Building Energy Perform-
ance Standards (BEPS). This would certainly meet
strong resistance from States but would ensure that
all codes meet a common, standard level of effi-
ciency, Implementation would require technical and
financial assistance to States, as well as oversight to
ensure compliance. One way to implement such
requirements would be through the State Energy
Conservation Program (SECP), which requires
States to implement conservation plans that meet
certain conditions prior to receiving Federal funding
for their programs,

Congress could encourage or require second-
ary mortgage market institutions (e.g., the Fed-
eral Home Loan Mortgage Corporation) to re-
quire new residences to meet the CABO MEC ’89
(or some other major code).

Appliance standards—The principal goal of ap-
pliance standards is to eliminate the least efficient
new appliances by setting minimum energy effi-
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ciency levels for new units. Typically, standards
establish requirements on the design of an appliance,
the minimum efficiency of an appliance, or the
maximum energy use of an appliance. Standards
improve the efficiency of the appliance stock only at
the rate that old appliances are replaced by new,
more efficient ones (the turnover rate), plus the rate
at which new applications occur.57

Other policy options, e.g., energy taxes and
financial incentive programs, may also encourage
the elimination of the least efficient appliances, but
in some situations standards may represent the
least-cost option for improving appliance efficien-
cies. For example, the cumulative national energy
consumption for an appliance may be significant,
but the cost of operating any single appliance is
small. This suggests that extremely aggressive
information programs and/or sizable incentives would
be necessary to motivate consumers to purchase
appliances as efficient as standards would require,
especially if the first costs of more efficient appli-
ances were greater. As a result, the cost of applying
these other policy options to attain the same level of
energy savings as standards may be quite large for
some appliances. Conversely, standards could in-
crease the first costs of new appliances, which could
affect manufacturers by reducing sales. Appliance
price increases might also have regressive effects if
lower income groups are less able to purchase them.

As a next step in the DOE appliance standards
program, Congress could consider extending the
coverage of the National Appliance Energy Conser-
vation Act of 1987 (Public Law 100-12; NAECA).
Several appliances, notably lamps and commercial
HVAC (heating, ventilating, and air conditioning)
equipment, are not presently covered in the NAECA
program but use a significant amount of energy. As
discussed in chapter 3, those selecting and installing
commercial HVAC equipment are typically not
those paying the costs of operation, providing an
incentive for the selection of low first cost, ineffi-

cient equipment. Standards, if set correctly, could
eliminate the most inefficient models.

However, there are several potential drawbacks to
expanding NAECA coverage to commercial HVAC
equipment. First, some commercial building prod-
ucts (e. g., large HVAC systems) are often custom-
built, which could require equipment-specific de-
sign and testing analyses to determine compliance
with efficiency standards. This is in contrast to the
residential appliances currently covered by NAECA,
which are generally “off the shelf’ that is, they are
manufactured and sold in relatively uniform sizes
and designs, which has eased the development and
adoption of their efficiency standards. Furthermore,
if standards reduce the availability of equipment
(e.g., due to manufacturers exiting the market due to
high retooling costs), this could constrain commerc-
ial building designers and architects.

DOE already has discretionary authority to add
residential equipment to the list of NAECA-covered
products. 58 The Department could probably add
lamps to the NAECA product list under this
authority; however, extension of coverage to com-
mercial HVAC equipment would require new legis-
lation.

Appliance Standards: Basic Options

DOE could examine the feasibility and likely
impacts of extending NAECA coverage to appli-
ances and equipment not covered by the pro-
gram.

Appliance Standards: Moderate Options

Extend NAECA coverage to include residential
and commercial equipment not currently cov-
ered by the program. A variety of both residential
and commercial equipment is not covered by NAECA,
including commercial HVAC systems and lamps.
Their inclusion in the program would ensure that the
least efficient units among them are eliminated from

-—
57 Whllc  ~ffjclcncj, starld:Lr{j$  ;lrc not dcsibm~<i  to ~fc.~[ :~PP]i:m~e  tumo~r~r  rat~s+n]y  tic ~n~rgy ~~nsumpt]~n  of a neW app]llnce WhCn Ml Old  OnC

IS replaced-they can have an mdircct cffec[  on such rates.  For example, strin,gcn[  cff]c]cncy  standards muy incrcasc the first cost of new appliances and
thereby discour:igc some  consumers from purchasing new unils.

~~ ‘The Swretq” rnuy clmsify  :i tjpc of consumer product as :1 covcrcd product If hc dctcmlinc$ thfit—(A)  cl:~ssifying  Products of $uch  tYPe  :~~
covered products is necessary or appropriate to c:irry out the purposes of [his ctuptcr, and {B) m cragc annual pcr-tmusehold  energ~’  usc by prod uct.s of
such ~~rpc  1~ Ilkcly to excccd  100 kllo~!all-hcmrs  for Its Btu equivalent} pcr year. ,, ,$~ [J s c, t1292(h)(l KA)-(B )
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the market. This is the basic goal of NAECA, but its
coverage remains incomplete.59

As noted earlier, there are potential problems with
extending equipment efficiency standards to com-
mercial equipment, particularly HVAC systems. As
an alternative, Congress could consider a more
modest expansion of the appliance standards pro-
gram, such as adding lamps to the list of NAECA-
covered products; currently, NAECA lighting stand-
ards apply to fluorescent ballasts only.

Appliance Standards: Aggressive Options

Adopting more stringent cost-effective NAECA
standards by identifying equipment efficiency
levels that represent longer paybacks than most
current standards allow. Despite the large energy
savings and economic benefits expected from the
NAECA program, additional cost-effective savings
may be possible if standards representing longer
paybacks are considered. In particular, the payback
periods for updated electric appliance standards
under NAECA are generally short, ranging from
zero years (clothes washers) to roughly 2.5 years
(refrigerators and clothes dryers).

To allow an initial determination of the economic
feasibility of any proposed appliance standard,
NAECA established a rebuttable presumption: any
appliance standard is economically justified if the
resulting energy savings in the frost year paid back
one-third of the additional production costs, which
implies that a 3-year payback meets the criterion.
The statute requires other considerations prior to
final determinations of the technical and economic
feasibility of any proposed standard but, as a point
of departure, the NAECA rebuttable presumption
encouraging standards with no less than 3-year
paybacks could be extended to a longer period (e.g.,
5 years). More stringent appliance standard levels
that represent longer paybacks than those generally
chosen by DOE—but that still meet the vital criteria
of technological and economic feasibility-are possi-
ble. This option suggests that DOE identify and
adopt them.

Improving Information and Awareness of
Efficiency Opportunities

Programs providing information about energy
efficient technologies and practices have been his-
torically quite popular. Information is relatively
inexpensive, politically noncontroversial (as few
would argue against consumer education), and
usually supported by all interested parties. From an
economic perspective, poor information receives
much of the blame for the neglect of many cost-
effective efficiency technologies. Energy informa-
tion can be imparted in many forms, including labels
and rating systems, demonstration programs, energy
audits, and workshops.

Unfortunately it is difficult to show conclusively
that information programs have significant direct
effects on behavior or energy use. Several studies
have attempted to measure the effects of information—
e.g., labels, audits, feedback on consumption, and
advertising-on behavior, but the results are gener-
ally inconclusive. This is not to suggest that
information has no effect, only that the effect is very
difficult to measure. The evidence does suggest that
information alone may not have much direct influ-
ence on behavior in many cases.60 Information
programs are built on the premise that people will
generally do what is cost-effective if they know what
specific opportunities exist. As discussed in chapter
3, however, consumers and other decisionmakers
often define cost-effective differently than do ana-
lysts, and consumers often lack the incentive or
motivation to use energy efficient technologies. In
such cases information alone will have little effect.

There are, however, several reasons to promote
information programs. A demonstration program,
for example, may not have much effect by itself, but
may have considerable success when combined with
a financial incentive. Several State and utility
programs, such as those offering rebates, depend on
a credible energy rating. Determining compliance
with building energy codes could be easier if
energy-using equipment was clearly labeled for
energy consumption. And increased consumer aware-
ness of, and interest in, energy efficiency could

59 ~pS,  for ~xmple, we not  cove~d  by  he prOgEUII  but, according  to the American Council for an Energy-Efficient fiOnOmY,  lamP efficiency
standards could save more than 7 quads of primary energy by 2010 worth an estimated $30 billion (1990 dollars). Howard Geller, Executive Director,
American Council for An Energy Efficient Economy, personal communication% July 3, 1991.

M As one review of information programs concluded, “informational programs are not sufficient to induce individuals to engage in resource
conserving behaviors.” R. Katzev and T. Johnson, Promoting Energy  Conservation (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1987), p, 25.
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influence builders, architects, vendors, and others.
The synergistic effects of information when com-
bined with incentive programs and the need for
credible ratings to support rebates, codes, and other
programs suggest that information programs deserve
attention.

There are several arguments for increasing the
Federal role in improving the availability and quality
of energy-related information. The benefits of im-
proved information are diffuse and difficult to
measure, making it difficult for utilities to justify
large expenditures on such programs. However the
benefits, although admittedly difficult to document,
are certainly not zero, suggesting a government role
in providing information is appropriate. Further-
more information must be credible in order to be
effective, and the Federal Government may be
perceived as more credible than other sources with
a direct economic interest in the outcome of a
consumer investment.

As discussed in chapter 4, the Federal Govern-
ment currently administers several energy informa-
tion programs. The Energy Policy and Conservation
Act (Public Law 94-163), as amended, requires that
certain energy-using consumer products be labeled
for their energy use and/or annual energy costs. The
Residential Conservation Service was a federally
funded program that provided building occupants
with information on the benefits of building retrofits.
Several DOE programs provide energy efficiency
information through demonstrations, educational
programs, workshops, and other methods.

Analyses of past Federal efforts to provide
energy-related information indicate that information
programs are more effective if they are:

. targeted at specific people and specific behav-
iors;

● combined with other programs, such as incen-
tives; and

● evaluated regularly, and the results of these
evaluations are then used to improve the
program.

Several options to improve the goals and coverage
of these programs are detailed below.

Information: Basic Options

At present, several energy-using consumer prod-
ucts are exempted from labeling requirements.Gl
Congress could instruct the Federal Trade Com-
mission (FTC) to revisit its 1979 exemption
rulings for appliance energy labeling. Recent
technical advances62 and secondary effects on man-
ufacturers 63 should be included in the analysis.

At present, energy labeling is restricted to residen-
tial equipment. Congress could instruct the FTC
and/or DOE to assess the feasibility of extending
labeling requirements to commercial sector equip-
ment. HVAC equipment, office equipment such as
computers and copiers, lighting equipment64 and
commercial refrigeration equipment could be con-
sidered. 65

Windows and lamps are significant energy users
in the residential sector but are not presently covered
by the labeling requirements. Congress could ex-
tend labeling requirements to windows and lamps.

Congress could instruct the FTC and/or DOE
to investigate alternative label designs that might
inform consumers better. There are several ways the
present label format could be altered, including:

●

●

●

showing life-cycle operating costs;
providing dollars (a readily understood unit of
measure) wherever possible; and

including data on all technologies that provide
the service, rather than just the single technol-
ogy, as a comparison.66

61 %oducts Cunently exempt~ include clothes dryers, some home heating equipmen~ television sets, and kitchen ranges and ovens.

62 For Cxmple, tie  original mlemaking  exempted clothes dryers because of the very small variation in operating costs among then-exisdng  models.
However, as noted in ch. 2, new dryer technologies such as heat pumps could cut dryer energy use (and operating costs) significantly.

63 me exls[ence  of a la~l may  spw  a ~~ac~er  to produce a highly efficient p@UCt  ii Would not otherwise  produce, as the labei  would provide
a marketing advantage over other models.

~ h~ls for light  ballasts were required by the NAECA amendments of 1988 (?%bhc Law 1~357).
65 Such  la~llng effo~s would ~qu~e close coop~ation ~th industry  to ens~e tit testing and labeling procedures are credible and accurate.

66 For ~xmple, la&15 on el=tfic water  h~tcrs show  estfiat~ ~ual operating  cos[s  for tit tit, m well as the range for all electric water heaters
of a comparable size. Instead, the labels  could show a range for all comparable water heating technologies, such as heat pump water heaters and gas water
heaters.

297-936 0 - 92 -11 : QL 3
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Information: Moderate Options

The existence of a credible, accurate home energy
rating system would allow consumers to compare
the energy efficiency of different homes, would
make it easier for mortgages to incorporate energy
efficiency, and would provide a credible measure of
success for builders using energy efficient technolo-
gies and practices. Congress could direct DOE to
explore methods for producing an accurate,
verifiable whole-building rating, and to provide
technical support for State and utility programs
that rate whole buildings.67 To produce a credible
rating, a number of technical questions require
resolution. 68

Efficiency is sometimes viewed as requiring
sacrifice, and some consumers distrust innovative,
energy efficient technologies. In many cases, how-
ever, energy efficiency offers other benefits as well;
for example, more efficient lights in commercial
buildings may provide more attractive illumination
in addition to saving energy. Demonstration projects
showing that efficiency works can dispel outdated
beliefs equating conservation with discomfort and
inconvenience. Congress could encourage DOE to
work with manufacturers, designers, and build-
ers to demonstrate energy efficient equipment
that works. For example, DOE could sponsor an
architectural design competition for energy efficient
buildings that use efficient, commercially available
technologies, and grants to finance the actual
construction of these designs could be provided. In
return for the grant, a builder could agree to hold
open houses, during which other builders and
consumers could see the buildings in operation.

Identifying and implementing efficiency opportu-
nities in existing buildings sometimes requires
specialized knowledge. Involving architecture and
engineering schools in building energy audits would
provide that knowledge and would also encourage
interest in building science in the next generation of
technically skilled people. Congress could encour-
age DOE to set up a building audit program
involving architecture and engineering schools.

Information: Aggressive Options

Congress could require point-of-sale disclo-
sure of whole-building energy ratings. Such rat-
ings could be applied to both new and existing
buildings. Methods to produce such ratings are still
under development, but when they are improved
their use could be mandated. As an intermediate
step, their use could be limited to federally financed
sales.

ASSEMBLING THE OPTIONS

No single policy or program will be sufficient to
generate substantial improvements in energy effi-
ciency; the barriers limiting such efficiency are
diverse and so must be the policies to overcome
them. To assist with the selection of options, the
three levels of options discussed above are assem-
bled into three packages below. Many such packages
could be constructed; the three described here are
intended only to illustrate the range of options
Congress could consider. Basic options are low cost
options that could be implemented relatively easily
(box 5-D). Moderate options are somewhat more
ambitious and may require new legislation and
moderate increases in spending but would result in
considerable efficiency gains (box 5-E). Aggressive
options include changes in the Federal role in energy
regulation and could be quite controversial. Never-
theless, OTA believes they could result in signifi-
cant improvements in national energy efficiency
(box 5-F).

Decisions by Congress as to what level to
consider and what specific options to pursue will of
necessity be guided by political, financial, and other
considerations. However it should be noted that,
with the exception of the pricing options, at all three
levels only those technologies that would be eco-
nomically justified using life-cycle costing tech-
niques are promoted.69

CT several States ~d utilities already have home energy rating systems h place. S= R. VOfieS,  ‘‘ What Makes Rating Systems Tic~’ Home Energy,
vol. 6, No. 2, hhrch/April  1989, p. 22.

68 For Cxmp]e,  us~g Pmt Consumption data  as a &Sis  for a ratfig  is ~ou@t  to ~ fic~te  due  to tie  eff&ts  of occupant  behavior. HOW ltige  iS
this effect, and what data are needed to control for this effect? For new buildings, can short-term measurements of consumption under test conditions
provide a reasonable estimate of long-term consumption? Can commercial buildings be rated as weU as residences?

@ ~onomic~yjus~led  is used here relative to current and forecasted energy prices. A fourth level, maximum technical potential regardless of cost-
effectiveness, could be considered by the Congress under extreme conditions. Such a level is not discussed here.
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Box 5-D—The Basic Package

Incentives
. Direct the Departments of Energy (DOE) and Health and Human Services to set aside an adequate amount

of program spending for program evaluation; particularly to determine the cost-effectiveness of low-income
weatherization.

. Direct and fund DOE to expand research on the measurement and pricing of externalities associated with
energy production, distribution, and consumption.

Federal leadership

. Encourage energy efficiency in Federal buildings by upgrading procurement guidelines for energy-using
equipment so as to incorporate energy efficiency.

● Extend the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Green Lights concept to other end users.

Research, development, and demonstration

. Require all DOE Office of Building Technologies applied research projects reaching the demonstration stage
to conduct some minimum level of technology transfer and market assessment.

. Encourage or require DOE to define specific technological goals that relate to program objectives in the DOE
Conservation multiyear planning process.

. Conduct regular RD&D program evaluations for Congress to identify the successes, failures, and future
direction of projects in the DOE Office of Building Technologies.

Utilities
. Instruct DOE to expand its research and development related to the design, operation, and evaluation of

utility efficiency programs.
. Instruct DOE to increase its activities as an information clearinghouse for efficiency program design,

operation, and evaluation.
. Instruct DOE to evaluate whether the Northwest Power Planning Council represents a useful model for

energy planning that could be applied to other regions of the country.

Mandates
. Assess compliance with and enforcement of existing State building codes as they pertain to energy

efficiency.
. Ensure that section 109 of the Cranston-Gonzalez Affordable Housing Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-625)

requiring the use of the Council of American Building Officials Model Energy Code, 1989 Edition (CABO
MEC ’89) in Department of Housing and Urban Development assisted housing is implemented.

. In conjunction with organizations such as the Council of American Building Officials and the American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, instruct DOE to continue to improve
Federal building standards and guidelines and provide implementation materials and support services to
promote their use on the State level.

. Instruct DOE to examine the feasibility and likely impacts of extending the coverage of the National
Appliance Energy Conservation Act of 1987 to include appliances and equipment not covered by the
program.

Information
. Instruct the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to revisit its 1979 exemption rulings for appliance energy

labeling.
. Instruct the FTC and/or DOE to assess the feasibility of extending labeling requirements to commercial

sector equipment.
● Extend labeling requirements to windows and lamps.
. Instruct the FTC and/or DOE to investigate alternative label designs that might inform consumers better.
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Box S-E—The Moderate Package

Incentives
● PaSS legislation making utility rebates nontaxable.
● Enact or increase taxes on the production and use of fuels consumed in the buildings sector.
● Direct and fund DOE to provide technical and financial assistance to States interested in measuring and

pricing energy externalities.
● Direct the Federal housing and national mortgage agencies to simplify and expand their energy efficient

mortgage programs.

Federal leadership
● Allocate (or increase access to) funds for efficiency improvements in Federal buildings.
. Encourage manufacturers, utilities, and other interested parties to extend the Golden Carrot concept to other

technologies for demonstration and marketing.

Research, development, and demonstration
●

●

●

●

●

Make greater use of market surveys to assess manufacturer and consumer response to potential new
technologies prior to initiating Office of Building Technologies (OBT) RD&D projects.
Increase industry involvement in RD&D project planning, funding, and execution.
Examine the feasibility of both least-cost and net-benefit planning for DOE applied conservation RD&D
programs.
Establish an ambitious level of technology transfer and marketing efforts for RD&D projects of OBT beyond
that currently pursued.
Increase OBT funding for RD&D work

Utilities
● Direct the Tennessee Valley Authority and the power marketing administrations to integrate better least-cost

planning techniques and principles into their operations and management.
● Instruct the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to examine its rate setting and other regulatory actions

to determine their consistency with State-approved utility least-cost plans.
. Instruct DOE to support through grants, technical support, or other means State and utility efforts related

to the design and implementation of least-cost planning.
● Encourage or require States not already doing so to consider adopting least-cost plans.

Mandates
Direct and fund DOE to provide technical and financial support to those 34 States with residential building
codes less stringent than CABO MEC ’89 to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of upgrading their codes to the
CABO benchmark.
Direct and fired DOE to provide technical and financial support to States considering the adoption of more
stringent commercial building codes.
Direct and fired DOE to provide technical and financial assistance to communities and States instituting
retrofit-on-resale rules.
Direct and fund DOE to enlarge their efforts at code official training and education.
Extend National Appliance Energy Conservation Act of 1987 coverage to include residential and
commercial equipment not currently covered by the program.

Information
● Direct DOE to explore methods for producing an accurate, verifiable whole- building rating, and to provide

technical support for State and utility programs that rate whole buildings.
. Encourage DOE to work with manufacturers, designers, and builders to demonstrate energy efficient

equipment that works.
● Encourage DOE to  set Up a building energy audit program involving architecture and engineering schools.
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Box 5-F—The Aggressive Package

Incentives
. Mandate the measurement and pricing of energy externalities.

Federal leadership
. Instruct DOE to promote actively the demonstration of efficient technologies in Federal buildings to

strengthen markets for energy efficient goods and services.

Research, development, and demonstration
. Require DOE to market buildings conservation RD&D results to utilities, State agencies, and its own

regulatory programs, including the Office of Codes and Standards (within the Office of Building
Technologies).

. Require DOE to perform least-cost or net-benefit conservation RD&D planning.

Utilities
● Direct federally owned utilities to provide incentives to, or require, its customer utilities to adopt least-cost

plans.

Mandates
. Require States to meet or exceed federally set minimum building efficiency standards, such as the Building

Energy Performance Standards (BEPS).
. Adopt more stringent cost-effective National Appliance Energy Conservation Act standards by identifying

equipment efficiency levels that represent longer paybacks than most current standards allow.
● Encourage or require secondary mortgage market institutions (e.g., the Federal Home Loan Mortgage

Corporation) to require residences to meet the Council of American Officials Model Energy Code 1989
Edition (or some other major code).

Information
. Require point-of-sale disclosure of whole-building energy ratings.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS offered by OTA. Box 5-G summarizes the NES
options related to building energy efficiency. To

OTA has shown that there are numerous oPPortu- illustrate the similarities and differences, options. .
nities to increase the efficiency of energy use in the from the NES70 and from OTA are compared~
residential and commercial sectors. Energy efficient
technologies that would Provide net economic NES: Increase support for research and develop-

benefits “are commercially available yet often ne- ment to:

glected by consumers. OTA has offered policy ●

options to promote greater use of these technologies.
These options are grouped into three levels: basic,

●

moderate, and aggressive.

It is useful to compare the options discussed here
to those contained in the National Energy Strategy
(NES), a comprehensive strategy proposed by the .
Administration in 1991. The intent is to provide a
sense of how the NES options related to residential
and commercial energy efficiency compare to those

reduce costs and improve performance of
residential energy technologies;
reduce costs and improve performance of
commercial-building energy technologies, in-
cluding lighting systems, windows, heating and
cooling equipment, and design techniques; and
develop methods [in both the residential and
commercial sectors] of measuring and improv-
ing indoor comfort and environmental qual-

-7 1ity.

70 ~ese Options me  from the Nan’onal Energy Strategy, ISI cd., 1991/1992 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing OffIce,  February 1991),
pp. 4(L53.

71 Ibid., pp. 41, 49.
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Box 5-G-The National Energy Strategy:
Summary of Options1

1. Increase support for research and development to:
. reduce costs and improve performanceof residential and commercial-building energy technologies.
. develop methods of measuring and improving indoor comfort and environmental quality.

2. Increase energy efficiency of new housing by:
● providing technical infOrmatiOn and assistance to industry, utilities, and State and local governments.
. assisting State and local governments in adopting and enforcing Federal energy-efficiency standards through

local building codes*
● requiring new federally subsidized homes and new manufactured housing to conform to more stringent

energy-efficiency standards.

3. Retrofit existing residences by:
. supporting home energy ratings and the use of energy-efficiency criteria in mortgage loans.
. helping States to implement effective programs to retrofit housing occupied by low-income households.
. demonstrating exemplary energy management in federally supported public housing.
. retrofitting existing federally owned housing.

4. Improve the energy efficiency of residential appliances by using existing authority to update residential
appliance efficiency standards to keep pace with new technology.

5. Provide information and technical assistance to:
. support industry, utilities, and State and local governments in developing and implementing effective

programs, including adoption of Federal efficiency guidelines in local building codes.
. extend Federal performance testing and labeling to lighting products and other equipment.
● accelerate commercial application of new technologies.

6. Implement efficiency guidelines and standards where needed for
● lighting ballasts.
● new buildings,

7. Exercise Federal leadership by:
● increasing energy efficiency  in Federal building design, operation, and procurement through improved

management.
● using Federal facilities to test promising new technologies.

1 &~NatioM/En@U s~~egy: POw@!ldeWforA~rica,  1st ~.  (wuh@o~ DC: U.S. GOV txmnent Printing Office, Februmy
1991), pp. 41,49.

The NES identifies cost reduction and improved implementing either RD&D planning method would
technical performance as key goals for buildings- better ensure that public RD&D funds are targeted at
related RD&D. In contrast, OTA’s discussion stresses
that implementation, rather than just improved
technical performance, is of key concern. As the
options in this report suggest, improving RD&D
project planning and implementation through regu-
lar use of market surveys, increased industry in-
volvement in project planning, and more emphasis
on technology transfer would provide better assur-
ances that applied RD&D projects will ultimately
have practical applications. Examin ing least-cost or
net benefit RD&D plannin g could be used to further
assist DOE in ensuring that RD&D projects result in
net societal benefits. And if feasible, actually

the most promising efficiency opportunities.

NES: Increase energy efficiency of new housing
by:

. providing technical information and assistance
to industry, utilities, and State and local gov-
ernments.

NES: Retrofit existing residences by:

● helping States to implement effective programs
to retrofit housing occupied by low-income
households.
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NES: Provide information and technical assist-
ance [in the commercial sector] to:

● support industry, utilities, and State and local
governments in developing and implementing
effective programs, including adoption of Fed-
eral efficiency guidelines in local building
codes .72

Both OTA and the NES stress the importance of
supporting State and utility efforts to improve
energy efficiency. OTA’s analysis, however, points
to the importance of frequent, rigorous program
evaluation to determine how best to spend limited
resources for maximum benefit. To this end, OTA
offers policy options to encourage more frequent and
more rigorous evaluation of Federal spending. In
addition, OTA’s options include those directed at
assisting State and utility efforts designed to address
all environmental and other externalities (not just
indoor air quality) of energy production and use,
Such efforts would allow decisionmakers to deter-
mine the level and desirability of incorporating the
social costs of providing and using energy in their
jurisdictions or service areas. Even more aggressive
would be a Federal requirement to incorporate
environmental and other externalities in energy
planning and pricing. Both the NES and OTA
suggest that DOE and FERC work to expand the
adoption of least-cost planning by utilities.

NES: Increase energy efficiency of new housing
by:

. assisting State and local governments in adopt-
ing and enforcing Federal energy-efficiency
standards through local building codes, and

● requiring new federally subsidized homes and
new manufactured housing to conform to more
stringent energy-efficiency standards.

NES: Improve the energy efficiency of residential
appliances by using existing authority to update
residential appliance efficiency standards to keep
pace with new technology. Implement efficiency
guidelines and standards where needed for ‘lighting
ballasts and new buildings. ’ ’73

The NES options relating to mandatory appliance
standards suggest that no changes are needed to

current coverage or authority. In contrast, OTA has
offered several options, including ex amining the
feasibility and effects of extending the appliance
standards program to additional products. The NES
options relating to building codes and standards are
relatively similar to the OTA options, but Federal
priorities are not well-defined in the NES. In fact,
OTA in this report provides options that include
Federal Goverment analysis of existing compliance
with State and local energy codes, technical support
for the 34 States with codes less stringent than the
CABO MEC ’89 to encourage their improvement,
and coordination with trade groups (e.g., the Council
of American Building Officials and the American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-
Conditioning Engineers) to promote the wider
adoption of existing energy codes and building
energy standards (whether Federal or otherwise) that
are the most suitable for interested States.

In these and other areas, the options offered by the
NES generally fall at or below those offered by OTA
at the ‘‘basic’ level. This suggests that the NES
options do not represent the full range of options
Congress could consider to implement energy
efficiency in the residential and commercial sectors.
Distinctions between NES and OTA policy options,
however, do not suggest the desirability of any
single option nor any single level of action. To be
sure, no one policy option can be expected to secure
the triple interest in forging a national energy policy:
to improve economic competitiveness and growth
by encouraging net reductions in national energy
spending; to foster national security by reducing
energy imports; and to safeguard the national and
global environment by reducing the emissions
associated with energy production and use. A
reliable, comprehensive, and secure national energy
policy will invariably include a range of options
working on a variety of levels.

This report does not advance any one policy

option nor any package as a national energy solu-
tion; it does, however, expand the menu of options
for energy efficiency in U.S. buildings presented in
the National Energy Strategy.

72 Ibid.

73 Ibid.


